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SUPREME COURT NO. 42332-2014 
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John T. Mitchell 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment John T. Mitchell 
of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counter 
Claims 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's John T Mitchell 
Motion for Summary JUdgrnent of Dismissal of 
Thomtori's and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of Joel P. Haze! in of Defendant Johrc T. Mitchell 
Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment of C!ark's Counter 
Ciaims 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis in Support of 
Defendant Clark's Motion for 
of Dismissal of Thornton's and Motion 
for Partial summary Judgment of Clark's 
counter Claims 
John T. fv1itcheU 
Date: 
Date 
1/30/2014 
1/31/2014 
2/27/2014 
2/28/2014 
3/6/2014 
3/7/2014 
5/2014 
Code 
NOHG 
HRSC 
ANSW 
MEMO 
AFFD 
AFFD 
AFFD 
AFFD 
AFFD 
OBJC 
AFFD 
MEMO 
FIOC 
MEMO 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current Court 
r C. 
User 
John Thornton vs. 
Kenneth 
etal. 
Deanna Barrett 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing . Mitchell 
re: Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Judgr,1ent of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint 
and Motion for Partial Summary ,Judgment of 
Clark's Counter Claims 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion for Summary John T Mitche!i 
Judgment 03/':4/2014 09:00 Defendant 
Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
Dismissal cf Thornton's Complaint. Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment of Clar's Counter 
Claims 
HENDR!CKSO Answer to Defendant Kari Clark's Counterclaim John T. Mitchel! 
KRAMES Pandrea's Memorandum In Support Of Plaintiffs John T. Mitcheii 
KRAMES 
KR.A.MES 
KRAMES 
KRAMES 
KRAMES 
KRAMES 
KRAMES 
KRAMES 
OPPELT 
KRAMES 
Response To Defendant's Motion For 
Judgment 
Affidavit Of Mary Pandrea !n Support Of ,John T. Mitchel! 
Defendant Pandrea's Memorandum In Support Of 
Tr,omton's Response To Clerk's Motion For 
Summary Judgme:-.t 
Affidav1t Of James Gi!!ette In Support Of John . Mitchell 
Defendant Pandrea's Memorandum In Support Of 
Thornton's Response To Clark's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit Of Debbie Gadba"N In Support Of John T. Mitchell 
Defendant Pandrea's Memorandum In Support Of 
Thornton's Response To Clark's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
Affidavit Of John Pandrea Of John T. Mitcheil 
Defendant Pandrea's Memorandum in Support Of 
Thornton's Response Tc Clark's Motion For 
Summary 
Affidavit Of Neme Gilbertson in Support Of John . Mitchel! 
Defendant Pandrea's Memorandum In Of 
Thornton's Response To Clark's Motion For 
Summary Judgment 
Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant Kari Clark's 
Motion For 
Affidavit Of John Thornton Opposition To 
Summary 
.John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitche1I 
Plaintiffs Memorandum Of Law !n to John T. Mitchell 
Defendant Kari Clark's Motion For Summary 
File Out Of - Judge Mitche!I 
Reply Memorandum in Support 
Clark's Motion For Summary 
Dismissal Of Thornton's Complaint And Motion 
For Partial Judgment Of Clark's 
Counterclaims 
John . Mitchell 
John Mitcheil 
Date: 
Time: 
Date 
4 
3/11/2014 
2/2014 
3/13/2014 
5/2014 
vs. 
Code 
MOTN 
MOTN 
HRSC 
MOTN 
AFFD 
First Judicial District Court - Bormer 
Case: 3-0001334 Current Judge: Idaho 
John Thornton vs. eta:. 
Kari Kenneth Deanna Barrett 
User 
KRAMES DefendanUCounterclaimant Clark's Motion To John T Mitcheil 
KRAMES 
Shorten Time On Clark's Motion To Strike 
Pandrea's Memorandum Support Of Plaintiffs 
Response To Defendant's r"fotion For 
And The Affidavits Filed 
Thereof 
Defendant/Cour.terclaimant Clark's Motion To 
Strike Pandrea's Memorandum ln Support Of 
Plaintiff's Rasponse To Defendant's Motlon For 
"""'"'"''-" Judgment And The Affidavits Fiied In 
and 
Notice Of Hearing 
John T Mitchell 
KRAMES Hearing Scheduled (ivlotion 03/14i2014 09:00 John T Mitchell 
Defendant/Counterc!aimant Clark's Motion 
To Strike Pandrea's Memorandum !n Support Of 
Plaintiff's Response To Defendant's Motion For 
Summary Judgment And The Affidavits Filed 
Support 
HENDRIGKSO Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten Time fer Hearing 
Motion for Sanctions to Dismiss or to Continue 
Heraing on Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment and to Vacate Trial Scheduie 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Counsel in Support of Motion for 
Sanctions to Shorten Time and to Continue 
John T Mitchell 
John T Mitchell 
CINF HENDRICKSO No Notice of Hearing filed at the time of the above Jorm T. Mitchell 
MOTN 
MISC 
OBJC 
CTLG 
Motion to Shorten Time for Haaring 
HENDR!CKSO Mtsce!laneous Payment: Fax Fee Paid T. }t!litcheil 
Whiterspocn & Jason 
number: 0004069 Dated: 3112/2014 Amount: 
$44.00 card) 
HENDRiCKSO Miscellaneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC John T Mitchell 
Paid & Jason 
Receipt number: 0004069 Dated: 3/12/2C14 
Amount: $3.00 (Credit card) 
HENDRICKSO Pandrea's Response to Ciark's Motion to Strike 
Pandrea's Memorandum in of Plaintiffs 
Response to Defendant's !v1otion For 
Judgment and the Affidavits Filed Support 
Thereof 
T M.tche!l 
HENDRICKSO Withdrawal of Notice of John Mitchell 
HENDR!CKSO Defendant/Counterclaimant Ciark s Objection to John T Mitchell 
OPPELT 
Plaintiffs Motion to Shorten Time for 
!\Antinn for ~ar,f'tinr1c: ~A ntsmiQ'c !"'\'!" tn rt;; trrt!t"<;: !~ 
Hearing on Defendant's Motion for 
Judgment and to Vacate Trial Schedule and the 
Affidavit of Counsel in Support Thereof 
Court Log- From Kootenai County 
Date: 0/15/2014 
Time: 03: 
7 of 
Date Code 
3/14/20 4 DCHH 
GRNT 
GRNT 
3/18/2014 NOTC 
3/25/2014 NOTC 
MISC 
4/9/2014 MEMO 
MOTN 
CERT 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA 
User: 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current Judge: Idaho Supreme 
Kari 
User 
OPPEL 
OPPELT 
OPPELT 
HENDRICKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
OPPELT 
F Thornton vs. etaL 
Kenneth J Deanna Barrett 
...,,,,..,,..,,,,. result for Motion scheduled on John Mitchell 
03/14/2014 09:00 AM: District Ccurt Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Charlotte Crouch 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Defendant/Counterciaimant Clark's 
Motion To Strike Pandrea's Memorandum In 
Support Of Plaintiffs Response To Defendant's 
Motion For Summary Judgment And The 
Affidavits Filed In Support Therec;f - More Than 
00 Pages 
Hearing result for Moton scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
03/14/2014 09:00 AM: Motion G(anted 
Defendant/Counterc!aimant Clark's Motion To 
Strike Pandrea's Memorandum In Support Of 
Plaintiffs Response To Defendant's Motion For 
Summary Judgment And The Affidavits Filed In 
Support Thereof 
Hearing result for Motion for Summar/ Judgment John T. Mitchell 
scheduled on 03i14/2014 09:00 AM: Motion 
Granted Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
"'"'"''""n' of Dism[ssal of Thornton's Compiaint 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Ciark's 
Counter Claims 
Notice of Unavailability - Attorney V. Thornton John T. Mitchell 
Notice of Unavailability - Attorney V. Thornton John T. Mitcheil 
*******ENO OF FILE #2*****8!::GiN FILE #3***** Idaho Supreme 
Memorandum Decision and Order Granting John T. Mitchell 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment 
as to Claims of Plaintiff Thornton, and Granting 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Clark's Counter-Claims Against 
Thornton 
HENDRICKSO Motion in Limine Motion for Protective Order 2nd john T. Mitchell 
for Sanctions 
HENDR!CKSO Certification of Counsel in Support of 1'v1otion in 
Limine Motion for Protective Order and for 
Sanctions 
John T. Mitche!i 
C!NF HENDR!CKSO No Notice of Hearing filed at the time of the above john T. Mitchell 
4/11/2014 MOTN 
HRSC 
4/15/2014 NOTC 
Motion in Limine 
HENDRICKSO Defendant/Counterc!aimant Clark's Motion to 
Voluntarily Dismiss the Damage Claim for 
Interference with Easement and Notice of 
John T fviitcheii 
HENDR!CKSO Hearing Scheduled 05/01/2014 01:30 John T Mitchell 
Defendant/Counterc!aimant Clark's Motion 
to Voluntarily Dismiss the Claim of 
Interference with Easement 
HENDRICKSO Notice of No Objection to Defendant Clark's 
Motion to Dismiss Damage Claim 
John T. tv1itchell 
Date: 1 
F. 
Date 
4/18/2014 
4/23/2014 
4i24/2014 
4/28/2014 
4/30/2014 
5/6/2014 
vs. 
Code 
ST!P 
CINF 
ORDR 
MOTN 
MEMO 
AFFD 
MISC 
NOHG 
HRSC 
JDMT 
CDiS 
AFFD 
MEMO 
AFFD 
First Judicial District Court ~ Bonner 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current 
John F Thornton vs. 
Idaho Court 
etal. 
E. Kari A. Kenneth Deanna Barrett 
User 
HENDRICKSO Stipulation for Order of Dismiss of 
Defendant/Counterclairnant Clark's Damage 
Claim for Interference with Easemant 
HENDRICKSO Stipulation and Order sent by email to Judge 
Mitchell 
Mitchell 
John T. Mitchel! 
HENDRICKSO Order of Dismissal of Defendant/Counterclaimant John T. Mitchell 
Clark's Damage Claim for intererence with 
Easement 
HENDR!CKSO Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings John T. Mitchell 
of Facts and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion 
to Reconsider tr,e ORder Granting Clark's Motion 
to Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and 
Granting Partial summary Judgment in Favor of 
Clark 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to John T Mitcheil 
Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend 
judgment; Motion to Reconsider to Order 
Granitng Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea a Hearing; and Granitng Partial 
Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea John T. Mitchell 
HENDRICKSO Supplemental (page 12) to the Memorandum in John T. Mitchel! 
Support of Pandrea's Motion to Amend Fir.dings 
of Facts and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion 
to Reconsider the Order Granitng Clark's Motion 
to Strike; Denying Pandrea A Hearing; and 
Granitng Partial Summary Judgment in Favor of 
Clark 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing for: John T Mitchell 
Memorandum in Support of Pandrea's Motion to 
Amend Findings of Facts and to Alter or Amend 
Judgment; Motion to Reconsider the Order 
Granting Clark's Motion to Strike; Denying 
Pandrea A Heaiing; and Granting Partial 
Summary Judgment in Favor of Clark 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled {Motion 05/22/2014 04:00 
Kootenai Courthouse 
Defendant Pandrea's 
HENDRICKSO Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Civil entered for: Kari A, 
Defendant; Pandrea, Mar/ Defendant; 
Thornton, John F., Plaintiff. Filing date: 
4/30/2014 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of John Thornton in Support ot Motion to 
Reconsider 
HENDRICKSO Memorandum of Law in 
HENDRICKSO 
Mitchen 
John T Mitchell 
,John T Mitchell 
Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
T. Mitchell 
Date: 
Time: 03: 
9 of 
Date 
5/6/2014 
5/8/2014 
5/12i2014 
5/13/2014 
5/2014 
Code 
AFFD 
MOTN 
MISC 
MOTN 
AFFD 
MEMO 
CINF 
MOTN 
BREF 
AFFD 
AFFD 
NOHG 
HRSC 
NOHG 
HRSC 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current Judge: Idaho Court 
F Thornton vs. etaL 
Kerme:h Deanna Barrett 
User 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Vai Thornton l:1 Support of Plaintiffs John T Mitchell 
Hl::NiJK!CK~U 
HENDR!CKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
HENDR!CKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
H'::NDRICKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
HENDRICKSO 
Motion to Reconsider Summary Judgment 
(attorney to file Amended Notice with correct 
hearing date} 
Piaintiff s Motion to Reconsider Summary John T Mitchell 
Judgment and Notice of Hearing 
******END OF FILE #3*****BEGiN FILE #4**''**** Idaho Supreme Court 
Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment John T Mitchel! 
Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea in Support of Her John T. Mitchell 
Motion to Void the Clark Judgment 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Motion to John T Mitchel! 
Void Judgment 
No Notice of Hearing filed for the a:Jove Motion to John T Mitchell 
Void Judgment 
Defendant/Counterc:aimant Clark's Motion for John T. Mitchell 
Award of Attorney's Fees and Costs 
Brief in Suppon of Defendant/Counterc!aimant John T. Mitchell 
Clark's Motion for Award of Attorney's Fees and 
Costs 
Affidavit/Memorandum of Joel P. Hazel in Support John T. Mitchell 
of Motion for Award of Motion for Attorney's Fees 
and Costs 
HENDRICKSO Defendant/Countc!aimant Clark's Objection 
Pandrea's Motion to Amend and Motion to 
Reconsider 
John T. Mitchell 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of Annette Moorman of Attempt to Serve John T. Mitchell 
Document Via Fax 
HENDRiCKSO Notice of Hearing for John T. Mitchell 
Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/22/2014 04:00 John T. Mitchell 
PM) Kootenai 
Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Void 
HENDR!CKSO Plaintiffs Amended Notice of Hearing and Motion John T Mitchell 
to Shorten Time 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled (Motion 05/20/2014 04:00 John T. Mitchell 
PM) Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of John T. Mitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Witherspoon Kelley Davenport Receipt numbe:-: 
0007784 Dated: 5/13/2014 Amount: $4.00 
HENDR!CKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same John Mitchell 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Sea! Paid 
Witherspoon Kelley Davenport Receipt number· 
0007784 Dated: 5/1 Amount: .00 
Date: 1 First Judicial District - Bonner User: 
Time: 03: ROA Report 
F 
Date Code 
5/13/2014 OBJC 
RSPN 
5/14/2014 AFFD 
ST!P 
5/15/2014 CINF 
AFSV 
5/16/2014 
BREF 
AFFD 
5/19/2014 
5/20/2014 REPL 
REPL 
DCHH 
5/21/2014 ORDR 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Judge: Idaho Supreme 
F. Thornton vs. E. etaL 
Kari A Kenneth Deanna L Barrett 
User 
HENDR!CKSO Defendant/Countc!aimant Clark's Objcetion to Mitchell 
Pandrea's Motion to Void Judgment 
HENDRICKSO Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Response to John T Mitchell 
Thornton's Motion for Reconsideration and 
Objectio!"'I to the Affidavit of Mary Pandrea and 
John Thornton Filed in Support Thereof 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of Correction Affidavit of Val Thornton In John T. Mitchell 
Support of Plaintiffs Motion to Reconsider 
Summary 
HENDR!CKSO for Order of Dismissal of Plaintiffs John T Mitchell 
Complaint to Quiet Title and For Damages 
Against Defendant Mary Pandrea 
HENDRICKSO Documents Affidavie of Correction, Stipulation for ..'ohn T. Mitchell 
Order of Dismissal and Order - emailed to Judge 
BOWERS 
BOWERS 
BOWERS 
5-15-2014 
conforming copies in Jo's pending 
Affidavit Of Service. Personal service to V 
Thornton on 5/12114 
Joh'l T. Mitchell 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of John T. Mitchel! 
File Or Recotd By The C!erk, Per Page Paid 
Mary Pandrea Receipt number: 0008036 Dated: 
5/'i6/20'i4 Amount: $5.00 (Check) 
Plaintiffs Rep!y Brief in Support of His Motion To John T. Mitchell 
Reconsider Summary Judgment 
HENDR!CKSO Affidavit of Defendant Mary Pandrea in Support of John T. Mitchell 
John Thornton's Motion to Reconsider 
BOWERS Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of John T. r,Jlitchell 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea Receipt number: 0008104 Dated: 
5/19/2014 Amount: $6.00 (Check) 
HENDRICKSO Pandrea:'s Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Moton to Void judgment 
John T. Mitchell 
HENDRICKSO Pandrea's REPLY to Ciark's Objection to John T. Mitchell 
Pandrea's Motion to Amend Findings of Facts 
and to Alter or Amend Judgment; Motion to 
Reconsider the Order Granting Clark's Motion to 
Strike; Denying Pandrea a Hearing; and Granting 
Partial SumrTiary Judgment in Favor of Clark 
HENDR!CKSO Hearing result for Motion scheduled on John T Mitchell 
05/20/2014 04:00 PM: District Court Hearing Heh 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for t~iis 
estimated: P;alnti:fs Motion to Reconsider 
Summary 
HENDR!CKSO Order of Dismissal of Plaintiffs f'r,n-,r,i,,,,,..,+ to 
Quiet Title and for Damages 
Mary Pandrea 
Mitcheli 
Date: 
Date 
5/21/20 4 
5/22/2014 CMIN 
DCHH 
DENY 
DENY 
HRVC 
5/27/2014 OBJC 
6/2/2014 MEMO 
6/5/2014 NOHG 
HRSC 
6/6/2014 t'10HG 
HRSC 
First Judicial District Court - S,:,rmer 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current 
E Thornton vs" etaL 
OPPELT 
OPPELT 
Barrett Deanna 
for file to be returned -
classing and close 
Court Minutes - From Kootenai 
Hearing type: Motions 
date: 5/22i2014 
Time: 4:07 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Julie Foland 
Minutes Clerk: Lindsay Morgan 
Tape Number: in Kootenai 
Jason Gray on behalf of Ms" Clark 
Mary Pandrea 
Hearing result for Motion scheduled on 
05/22/2014 04:00 PM: District Court 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: Kootenai - Less Tnar: 100 
Pages 
Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Void 
Heh 
OPPELT Hearing result for Motior. scheduled on 
05/22/2014 04:00 PM: Motion Denied Kootenai 
County 
Defendant Pandrea's Motion to Vo:d 
Mitchell 
John T Mitchell 
,John T. fvlitcheli 
e Mitchell 
OPPELT Hearing result for Mot:on scheduled on John T. Mitchell 
05/22/2014 04:00 PM: Motion Denied Kootenai 
County Courthouse 
Defenda'1t Pandrea's Motion(s) 
OPPEL Hearing result for Trial - 3 Days scheduled John T. Mitchel! 
on 06!24/2014 09:00 Vacated 
Bonner 
KRAMES Plaintiff's Objection And Motio:1 To Disallow John T Mitchel! 
Defendant kari Clark's Motion For Fees 
And Costs 
OPPELT Memorandum Decision and Order I Mitchel: 
Plaintiff Thornton's Motion to Reconsider 
Summary Judgment, and 
Pandrea's Motions 
HENDRICKSO Notice of Hearing on Defendant/Counterc!aimant John T. Mitchell 
Ciark's Motion for Award cf Fees and 
Costs 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Schedu!ed (Motion for 
Costs 07/15/2014 10:00 Kootenai 
HENDRICKSO Amended Notice of 
re" Defe11dantfCriunte,r-!:::;imant ('lark'c: Mnt:nn for 
Award of Attorney's Fees 
HENDRICKSO Hearing Scheduled 
Costs 06/30/2014 09:00 
DefendantiCounte,claimant Clark's Motion for 
Award 
John T. Mitchell 
John -r fv1itchea 
Date: 
Date 
6/6/201 
6/19/2014 
6/24/2014 
6/26/2014 
6/27/2014 
6/30{201 "1 
CONT 
RSPt'-' 
ORDR 
NOTC 
AFFD 
AFFD 
CiNF 
JDMT 
BNDC 
BNDC 
APSC 
NOTA 
DCHH 
Case: 
User 
Judicial District 
3-0001334 
Thornton vs, 
Kari Kenneth 
- Bonner 
etaL 
Deanna Barrett 
HENDR!CKSO Hearing resu!t for Motion for fees and Mitchell 
HEi\JDRiCKSO 
OPPELT 
BOWERS 
BOWERS 
KRAMES 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
Costs scheduied on 07/15/2014 10:00 ,L\M: 
Continued Kootenai / Amended Notice of 
Hearing - reset rvlotion for 6-30-201 
Response to ?iaintiffs Objection and Motion 
Disallow Defendant Kari C!ark's Motion for 
Attorney Fees and Costs 
John T. Mitche:! 
Order Permitting Counsel to Appear John T. Mitchell 
Teiephonicaliy 
Plaintiffs Noke of Easement Location Johri T Mitchell 
Affidavit of John Marquette Re Legai Descrlption John T rviitchel! 
of Easement Contained in Proposed Amended 
Supplemental Affidavit Of Jason Gray In John T. Mitchell 
Support Of Motion For Aw&.rd Of Attorney's Fees 
And Costs 
Received Notice of Appeai via fax. called Val John T. Mitchell 
Thornton and left voice message - unable to clock 
in unti!I filing fee has been paid (need filing fee 
and bonds for cierk's records and transcripts) 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John T. i'v1itcheli 
Supreme Court Paid by: Thornton, Valerie 
(attorney for Thornton, .:ohn Receipt number: 
0010756 Dated: 6/30/2014 Amount: $109.00 
(Credit card) For: Thornton, John F. (pia1ntiff) 
Filing: Technology Cost - CC Paid ,John T Mitchell 
Valerie for John 
number: 0010756 Dated: 6/30/2014 Amount: 
card) For: John F. 
(plaintiff) 
BOWERS Amended Judgment John T. Mitche:1 
HUMRICH Bond Posted - Cash (Recelpt 0757 Dated 
6/30/2014 for 100.00) 
HUMRICH Appealed To The Supreme Court 
HUMR!CH NOTICE OF APPEAL 
HENDR!CKSO Hearing result for ~,/lotion for fees and 
Costs scheduled on 06/301201.t 09:00 AM: 
District Court Heid 
Court Reporter: Julie Foland 
Number of Transcript Pages for this rn,,:cin,,n 
estimated: Kootenai 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion 
Award of Attorney's Fses 
Val Thornton 
John T. Mitchell 
John . Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
John T Mitchel! 
Date: 
Date 
4 
7/1/2014 
7/7/2014 
7/8/2014 
7/10/2014 
7/14/2014 
Code 
GRNT 
JDMT 
ems 
CINF 
CINF 
REQU 
MOTN 
OBJC 
BNDC 
BNDC 
APSC 
NOTA 
CHJG 
MOTN 
AFFD 
OBJC 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA 
HUMRICH 
User 
3-0001334 
Thornton vs. 
Kenneth 
etaL 
Deanna Barrett 
HENDRICKSO Hearing result for Motion for Attorney fees and 
Costs scheduled on 06/30/2014 09:00 AM: 
. Mitchell 
Motion Granted Kootenai County 
Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion fer 
Award of Attorney's Fees 
Val Thornton by phone 
HENDRICKSO Amended judgment John T. Mitchell 
John T. Mitchell 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
Civil Disposition entered for: Clark, Kari A, 
Defendant; Pandrea, Mary E, Defendant; 
John P!aintiff. date: 
6/30/2014 
Miscelianeous Payment: Fax Fee Paid by: John T. Mitchell 
Witherspoon Kelley Receipt number: 0010818 
Dated: 7/1/2014 Amount: $8.00 (Credit card) 
Misce!laneous Payment: Technology Cost - CC T Mitchell 
Paid by: Witherspoon Keliey Receipt number: 
0010818 Dated: 7/1/2014 Amount: $3.00 
card) 
Notice of Appeal faxed to Witherspoon Kelley's John T. Mitchell 
CDA office 
Notice of Appeal faxed to judge Mitche:I John T. Mitche!! 
Request for Additional Transcript I Record (faxed John T Mitchell 
to Judge Mitchell) 
Motion and Affidavit for Fee Waiver John T. Mitchel! 
HENDRICKSO Plaintiff's Objection and Motion to Strike and Idaho Supreme Court 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
HUMR!CH 
HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
1 .. 11::t,.,1nDlr'k'Q() 
i\Oi.-,"<tb.>'i'\.1'-"'t"-"""-
HENDRICKSO 
Disallow Supplemental Affidavit for Attorney Fees 
and Costs 
Filing: L4 - Appeal, Civil T Mitchell 
Supreme Court Pa:d Mary E. 
(defendant) Receipt number: 0011513 Dated: 
?/14/2014 Amount: $129.00 (Check) For: 
Pandrea, E. (defendant) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 11516 Dated T Mitcheli 
7/14/2014 for 100.00) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 11518 Dated John T. Mitchell 
7/14/2014 for 
Appealed To The Supreme Court John T. Mitchell 
NOTICE OF APPEAL (Mary E. Johr T. Mitchell 
Change Assigned Judge Idaho Supreme Court 
Motion I Notification of Substitution of 
lHfirl,:>uit r;f ln,:,I D 1-l,:>7,:,I in C::, ,r,n,-.rt r.f 
s ,.,, • ..,,.._. ,1o. '-'" v--· • . • ·---· 11,, -...i~t""-'"' -· 
Motion/Notification of Substitution of 
Plaintiffs Objection and Motion to Strike and idaho Court 
Disallow Substitution of for Defendant Kari 
Clark 
Date: 
Page 4 
,. 
r 
Date 
7/23/2014 
7/28/2014 
8/4/2014 
8/6/2014 
8/11/2014 
8/12/2014 
8/13/2014 
3/15/2014 
3/18i2014 
Code 
SCDF 
SCDF 
MISC 
SCDF 
ORDR 
APER 
APER 
OBJC 
l'JOTA 
NSSC 
CCOA 
APPL 
AFFD 
MISC 
First Judicial District 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 
Thornton vs. 
Judge: Idaho 
E Pandrea. etaL 
,-
C. 
User 
HUMR!CH 
HUMRICH 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "NOTICE OF 
DEFECT' 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "NOTICE OF 
SUBSTITUTION OF KENNETH J. BARRETT 
AND DEANNA L. BARRETT IN THE STEAD OF 
RESPONDENT KARI A CLARK" 
Idaho 
HENDR!CKSO ******END OF FILE #4******BEGIN FILE Idaho Supreme Court 
HUMRICH 
#5*******'k* 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "Motion to 
Temporarily Remand Case to the rnsr:ct Court to 
Rule on Respondent Kari A Clark's Motion to 
substitute Parties" 
!daho Supreme Court 
HENDRICKSO Order Substitution Kenneth J. Barrett and Deanna Idaho Supreme Court 
L Barrett in the Stead of 
Defendant/Counterciaimant Kari A Clark 
HENDRICKSO Defendant: Barrett, Deanna L Appearance Joe! P Idaho Supreme Court 
Hazel 
HENDRICKSO Defendant: Barrett, Kenneth J Appearance Joel P Idaho Supreme Court 
Haze! 
HENDRICKSO Supplement to Plaintiffs Objection and Motion to Idaho Supreme Court 
Strike and Disallow Substitution of Party for 
Defendant Kari Clark and Certifcation of Ccunsel 
HUMRICH AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL Idaho Supreme Court 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Idaho Supreme Court 
File Oi Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by: 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0013022 Dated: 
8/11/2014 Amount: $5.00 (Cash) 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Certifying The Same Idaho 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Seal Paid 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0013022 Dated: 
8/11/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Cash) 
HENDRICKSO Notice Of Substitution Of Counsel - Attorney M. Idaho 
Schmidt for Defendant's Kenneth J. and Deanna 
L Barrett 
Court 
Court 
HUMRICH Clerk's Certificate Of Appea! Idaho Supreme Court 
HENDRICKSO Application and Affidavit for Issuance of Writ of 
Execution Against Plaintiff/CounterDefendant 
John F. Thornton and Against His Attorney 
Valerie Thornton 
Idaho 
HENDRICKSO Affidavit of Comp'..ltat!on of Affidavit ldaho 
HUMR!CH 
and Application for Writ of Execution 
Plaintiff/CounterDefendant John F. Thornton and 
Against His Valerie Thornton 
Clerk's Records due 10/22/2014, docket 
#42332-2014 
Idaho 
Date: 
Time: 03: 
Date Code 
4 
SCDF 
8/27/2014 SCDF 
SCDF 
SCDF 
8/28/2014 
9/3/2014 
WRIT 
SCDF 
First Judicial Court Bonner 
User 
KRAMES 
HUMR!CH 
ROA 
3-0001334 Current 
E T!1ornton vs. 
Kenneth 
Miscelianeous 
etaL 
Deanna Barrett 
File Or Record By The Per Page Paid 
Mary Pandrea Receipt number: 0013718 Dated: 
8/22/2014 Amour:t: $2.00 (Cash) 
Supreme Court Document Fiied- ;;ORDER 
APPROV!NG SUBSTITUTION" 
User: 
Court 
!daho Court 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed BY DEF -
"VERIFIED PETITION FOR WRIT OF 
PROHIBITION/MANDAMUS"; rec'd via emai! 
from iSC 
Idaho Supreme Court 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed - Idaho Supreme Court 
"RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. AND DEANNA L 
BARRETT'S OPPOSITION TO PETITION OF 
COUNSEL VAL THOR!\!TON FOR LEAVE TO 
INTERVENE ON rec'd via email from 
iSC 
HUMR!CH Supreme Couii: Document Filed- Idaho Supreme Court 
HDECLARAT!ON Or MICHAEL G. SCHMIDT 
SUPPORT OF RESPONDENTS KENNETH J. 
AND DEANNA L BARRETTS OPPOSITION TO 
PETiTION OF COUNSEL VAL THORNTON FOR 
LEAVE TO INTERVENE ON APPEAL, rec'd via 
email from ISC 
HENDRICKSO Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Psid 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0014026 Dated: 
8/28/2014 Amount: $12,00 (Cash) 
Idaho 
HENDR!CKSO Miscellaneous Payment For Certlfy:ng The Same Idaho Supreme Court 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Sea! Paid 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0014026 Dated: 
8/28/2014 Amount: $1.00 (Cash) 
HENDRICKSO Miscelianeous P2:yment: Writs Of Execution Paid !dar:o Supreme Court 
Lukins & Annis, P.S. Receipt number: 
0014271 Dated: 9/3/2014 Amount: $2.00 
(Check) 
HENDRlCKSO Writ of Execution 
Piaintiff/CounterDefendant John F. Thornton and 
Against his Attorney Valerie Thornton copy to 
file 
Idaho 
HUMRICH Supreme Court Document Filed- "ORDER Idaho 
DENYING VERIFIED PETITIOl-1 FOR WR!T OF 
PROHIBlTION/MANDAMUS" 
Court 
Court 
BOWERS Miscelianeous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Idaho Supreme Court 
BOWERS 
File Or Record The Per Paid 
Val Thornton Receipt number: 0014328 Dated: 
9/3/2014 Amount: $15.00 (Cash) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For The Sarne Idaho 
Additional Fee For Certificate And Sea! Paid 
Court 
Date: First 
Case: 
F E. 
Date Code User 
9/4/2014 CCOA HUMRICH 
MISC HUMRICH 
9/5/2014 HUMRICH 
HUMRICH 
9/9/2014 NLT HUMRICH 
MISC HUMRICH 
9i15/2014 SCDF HUMRICH 
9/17/2014 SCDF HUMRICH 
9/22/2014 SCDF HUMRICH 
9/23/2014 BNDV HUMRICH 
C!NF HUMRICH 
9/24/2014 NOTC 
MOTN HUMRICH 
OBJC 
District Court - Kn1"1n11> 
ROA 
Thornton vs. 
Amended Clerk's Certificate Of Appeai 
Reset Due Dates for Clerks Records - Due 
11/7/2014 
Misr:ell;:mern 1s P.::l\fmAnt· Frir 1\11:::ikino r.rmv ()f 
·-··----·-···---·-. -.···<-··~·. -· •2·-·~""-S:,: --'i""J -· 
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea, Mary E. Receipt number: 0014556 
Dated: 9/5/2014 A.mount: $1.00 (Cash) 
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of 
File Or Record By The C!erk, Per Page Paid 
Pandrea, Mary E. Receipt number: 0014559 
Dated: 9/5/2014 Amount: $2.00 (Cash) 
Notice Of Lodging Transcript On Appeal by Julie 
K Foland - Motion for Summary Judgment on 
3/14/2014, Motion Reconsideration on 
5/20/2014, Mot,on to void Judgment on 5/22/2014 
and Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs on 
6/30/2014 
Statement for transcript from Ju!ie K. Foland -
Motion for Summary judgment on 3/1 
Motion for Reconsideration on 5/20/2014, Motion 
to void Judgment on 5i22!2014 and Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs on 6i30/2014 $250.25 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "MOTION TO 
DISMISS APPEAL OF MARYE PANDREA" 
(filed by Respondents, Barrett); rec'd via email by 
ISC 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "NOTICE OF 
SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL FOR 
DEFENDANTS KENNETH J. BARRETT AND 
DEANNA L BARRETT ONLY AS TO THE 
APPEAL OF PANDREA''; rec'd via email from 
!SC 
Supreme Court Document Filed- "NTICE OF 
WITHDRAWAL OF: 1 )MOTION TO DISMISS 
APPEAL OF MARY E PANDREA and 2)nOTICE 
OF ERRORS TO CLERK'S CERT!FiCATE OF 
.APPEAL" 
Bond Converted (Transaction number 377 dated 
9/23/2014 amount 
Clerk Information - to Julie Foland fo, 
transcript $200. She will bi!! for balance 
$50.25 
Notice of Hearing on Plaintiffs Motion for Stay 
Pending and Waiver of Supersedeas 
Bond 
Plaintiffs Motion for Appeal and 
Waiver of Supersedeas 
and Motion to Quash Writ 
Execution 
Court 
idaho Court 
Idaho Court 
Idaho Supreme Court 
Idaho Supreme 
Idaho Court 
Idaho Court 
!daho Court 
Idaho Court 
Idaho Court 
1daho Court 
Idaho Court 
Idaho Court 
Date: 
Time: 
Page 
F. 
Date 
9/26/2014 HRSC 
Oi3/2014 SHRT 
WRRT 
0/14/2014 SCDF 
CINF 
First Judicial District Court - Bonner 
ROA 
Case: CV-2013-0001334 Current 
Thornton vs. etaL 
Court 
E. 
User 
HUMRiCH 
BOWERS 
BOWERS 
HUMR!CH 
Barrett 
Hearing Scheduled 0/30/2014 04:00 
PM) Kootenai County 
P!fs Motion for Stay Pending Appeal & Waiver of 
Supersedeas Bond 
Sheriff's Returr. on 
unsatisfied 
Writ Returned 
Served, returned 
Supreme Co:.irt Document Filed- "ORDER TO 
REtNSTATE APPELLATE PROCEEDINGS" 
Mitche!! 
Idaho Court 
ldaha Supreme 
Idaho Suprerne Court 
HUMR!CH Appeal due dates reinstated; respondents' motion Idaho Supreme Court 
to dismiss appea! of Mary E Pandrea and Notice 
of errors to Clerk's Certificate of Appeal is 
Withrdrawn 
THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUD!ci1\i DISTRid 
OF :SlATt Ut illAHU l\1"1U tUK lt:ll:: LUUN 1 Y BOl'iNtR 
JOHN F. THOR,_~TON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark and Mary E Pandrea Revocable 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002; and 
KARI A. CLA~ a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark and Mary E Pandrea Revocable 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002, and as Trustee 
of the Kari A Clark Trust u/a June 21, 2010, 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO } 
ss 
County of Bonner } 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. CV-2013-1334 
AFFIDAVlT OF 
COlJNSEL IN SUPPORT 
OF MOTION FOR 
SAJ_~CTIONS 
TO SHORTEN TL\1E 
.~NTI TO CONTI1'\11JE 
COUNSEL for Plaintu:I: Val hereby certifies 
1. The attached Exhibit One is a true and correct copy of Kari Clark's Answer 
Amended Complaint for 
2011. 
October 17, 
2 . The attached Exhibit is a true and correct copy Defendant Kari Clark's 
. Answer to Interrogatories and Request 
Nowhere in pleadings Kari Clark 
based upon, or supported by, the court m 
AFFIDA vTI OF COUNSEL IN SlJPPORT OF MOTION FOR SA,l\JCTIONS 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME. MOTION TO CONTINUE 
to an easerrient is 
John 
PAGE 
5 
6. 
hearing on 
7. 
Motion to 
to 
SlJBSRIBED 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL 
MOTION TO SHORTEN 
,., 
.) . 
at 
aware 
not 
Mi\RY 
HON, 
P, 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL SUPPORT 
MOTION TO SHORTEN ru\i[E. 
prepaid 
PAGE3 
as 
THE STATE 
QQMPJ..AINJ FOR 
ACCOUNTING AND 
coffNTERCLAIM 
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1 208-255-?327 
Sandpoint, 
(208) phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
ISB #6517 
THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
.I.N" 1.H.h DISu.<.ICT CUUKl Ul' TI1E .l:'11<1:il JUUlLIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO lN AND FOR TIIE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JOHN F. THORNTON. 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
l\f.ARY E. P ANDREA, a single womm 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002; and 
KARI A. CL4..RK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 
of the Kari A Clark Trust u/a. June 21, 2010, 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No_ CV-2013-1334 
WITHDRAW AL OF 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PAGE 01/01 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT PlaintifPs above-entitled NOTICE OF HEARING was 
filed inadvertantly in anticipation of court approval for hearing of the matter. 
Plaintiff hereby WITIIDRA WS said notice- The matter bas not been set for hearing. 
DA1ED trusra:-day of OYJ.J\CY\. 2014. 
\J.:)~AL.. orF 
NOTICE OF HEARING ON MOTION TO CONTINUE AND FOR SANCTIONS 
-Pagel 
Fax sent by 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 03- 13- 14 12 :40 
2 JOEL p_ HAZEL, ISB # 4980 
JASON M. GRAY, ISB # 8539 
3 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
5 Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 ! 1e1ep.11one: (208) 667-4000 
6 j Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
I Email: iJ2h@witherspoonkelley.com 7 Email: img@witherspoonkelley.com 
r:P ;,l; l'.i 1 3 Pfl• 2 03 
_..,. I t n d .... J 
8 Attorneys for Def endant!Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark 
9 
'I 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 1HE FIRST mDICL\L DISTRICT Qf THE STATE OF 
1o IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BON"NER 
l , 11 
11 lj 10HNF. THORNTON, ij 
12 
Plaintif£1Counterdefendant, 
13 
vs. 
14 
15 
MARYE. P ANDREA, a single woman 
1 6 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
17 uia April 9, 2002; and 
18 Defendant, 
l 9 KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
2° Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
uia April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark Trust uia June 21, 2010, 2 1 
22 
Defendant/Counterclaimant. 
23 
24 
25 II 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
:1 
'i 
i i 
DEFENDANT/COUNri~RCLAIMANT 
CLARK'S OBJECTIOM TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR 
HEARJNG MOTION FOR SANCTIONS TO 
DISMISS OR TO CONrr'IN"lJE HEARING 
ON DEFENDA}IT'S l\IDTION FOR 
II 
StJM1-fARY Jt.JDGMENT AND TO 
VACATE TRIAL scif¢DULE AND THE 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT 
:1 
THEREOF ' 
i 
;I . 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANf CLARK'S OBJECTION TO PLMNTIFF'S MqTJON TO SHORTEN 
TIME - I '! 
k:\wdoa\ahm,ijn\t45,0\()(l!lf'&ll0')12.2~.<k>c ; I 
H 
~63 
Pg : 2/4 
Fax sent by 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 03-13-14 12 :40 Pg: 3/ 4 
II 
COMES Defendant/Counterdaimant Kari A. Clark ("Clark") by and through her 
Jason Gray and 
3 hereby objects to Plaintiff's Motion to Shorten Time for Hearing Motion for Sanctions to 
4 
Dismiss or to Continue Hearing on Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and to Vacate 
5 I - .. -. . . ,.._. . .. = - • . _, -· . . - . - . -- - - . I 1na1 ~cneame t't'tamnrrs Motlon"j. Uark also olJJects to the Affidavit ot Counsel in Support 
6
1 of Motion for Sanctions to Shorten Time and to Continue. 
7 i1 
8 
9 
I Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavits of Joel P. Hazel and Terri I 
Boyd-Davis in support thereof were filed on January 30, 2014. It is unclear why Plaintiff 
10 I waited until after Plaintiffs response brief and Clark'sreply brief were due under l.R C.P. 56( c J 
LI I to claim that the Affidavits of Joel P. Hazei and Terri Boyd-Davis should be stricken. 
I 
12 I However, Clark would simply note that Plaintiffs attempt to provide a further response to 
13 Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment is untimely and is not authorized by the Idaho Rules of 
14 Civil Procedure. 
15 I Furthermore, the allegations of fraud and bad faith contained in Plaintiffs Motion 
16 1 
17 
'grossly misconstrue th~ ar~ents adv~ced in Clark's Moti~n ,for Summary Ju~gment and 
I represent a :fundamental m1sunders"i.andrng on the part of Plamtrff The record 1s clear that 
18 I Clark is not contending, and has never contended, that Judge Luster's decision in Bonner 
19 
,,· County Case No. CV-2013-1334 granted Clark an easement across the Plaintiff's parcel and 
20 
somehow bars Plaintiff from claiming any interest in the "Well Piece'' in this action. 
21 
I Plaintiffs Motion is :frivolous and is solely based on Plaintiffs attempt to misconstrue 
22 I 
23 j Clark's position on the legal issues before this Court that were raised in Clark's Motion for 
24 I Summary Judgment. Therefore, Clark would respectfully request that Plaintiffs Motion be · 
25 denied to the extent that the Court is even Vvilling to consider the untimely motion. 
! 
DEFENDA.1'IT/COUNTERCLAIMANT CLARK'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFFS MOTION TO SHORTEN 
TIME-2 
Fax s ent by : 2086678470 WI THERSPOON KELLEY 03-13-14 12 :40 Pg : 4/ 4 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
DATED this 13m day of.March, 2014. 
~lITHERSPOON KELLEY 
JN:lON M. GRAY 
Attorneys for Defendant/CounterclaimanI Clark 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I certify that on this the 13th day of March, 2014, I caused a true and correct copy of the 
9 v.ithin DEFENDANTICOUNTERCL4IMANT CLARK'S OBJECTION TO PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO SHORTEN TIME FOR HEARING MOTION FOR SANCTJOM':l TO DIS.lv!ISS OR 
l O TO CONTLVUE HEARING ON DEFENDAlvT'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT AND 
11 
TO VACATE TRIAL SCHEDULE AND THE AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT 
THEKEOF to be forwarded, ·with all required charges prepaid, by the method(s) indicated 
12 below, to the follov.ing person(s): 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
Val Thornton 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered [ J Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
[X] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
Q.JUU..tlo mm7L[r)J1.t( Jt-
Annette Moonnann 
DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIM.A.NT CLARK'S OBJECTION TO PLAfNTIFFS MOTION TO SHORTEN 
TIME -3 
k.\~n\14S30\000l\c009522o.doc 
' l· '" '6 ~ 
I~ J 
! 
COURT 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
JOHN F. THORNTON, ) 
Plaintiff, ) 
VS. ) 
) 
MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman ) 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. ) 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable ) 
Trust u/a April 9, 2002, and KARI A. ) 
CLARK, a single woman individually and ) 
as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark and Mary E.) 
Pandrea Revocable Trust u/a April 9, 2002,) 
and as Trustee of the Kari A. Clark Trust ) 
u/a June 21, 2010, ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No.BON CV 20131334 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT 
CLARK'S MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT AS TO CLAIMS OF 
PLAINTIFF THORNTON, AND 
GRANTING DEFENDANT CLARK'S 
MOTION FOR PARTIAL SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT ON CLARK'S 
COUNTER-CLAIMS AGAINST 
THORNTON 
I. PROCEDURAL HISTORY AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND. 
This matter is before the Court on defendant Kari A Clark's (Clark) "Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims", filed January 29, 2014. Oral argument 
on that motion was held on March 14, 2014. At the conclusion of that hearing, the 
Court granted the motion, but also indicated a written decision would be forthcoming. 
Plaintiff John Thornton (Thornton) sued both Mary Pandrea {Pandrea) and Clark 
to quiet title to his land and for damages. Complaint to Quiet Title and for Damages, 
pp. 6-7. Pandrea and Clark are sisters who still own land bordering Thornton's land. At 
one Pandrea and her then husband owned the land now owned by Thornton. 
Clark counterclaimed against Thornton for interference with her easement rights, for 
permanent injunction, to quiet title, and for d~!l@~~s. Defendant Clark's Answer, 
MOTIONS FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Demand now 
at 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims, p. 2. The damages are based in part on 
allegations that John Thornton, on July 20, 2013, kept Clark and several of her family 
members from travelling along an access road, to spread ashes of a family member 
upon land they owned. Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis Support of Defendant Clark's 
Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaims, p. 3, ,m 8-10. Thornton's wife, 
Valerie Thornton, then allegedly approached Clark and her family members and 
insisted they sign a document agreeing they could use an easement id., pp. 3-4, 1I1I 
11-12. 
At the March 14, 2014, hearing, the Court first asked Val Thornton, counsel for 
John Thornton, and his wife, how it would be possible that Val Thornton would not be a 
witness at the June 24, 2014, and thus, how Val Thornton would not violate IRPC 3.7 
((a)"A lawyer shall not act as advocate at a trial in which the lawyer is likely to be a 
necessary witness unless: * * * (3) disqualification of the lawyer would work substantial 
hardship on the client."). Val Thornton answered "I don't see why I would be a witness 
and still don't" At the hearing, counsel for Kari A Clark stated that he would be calling 
Val Thornton as a witness at trial and would be issuing a subpoena for her as a witness. 
The Court concluded the discussion by informing Val Thornton she "would be a witness 
in the darnage phase triai, i can't reach any other conciusion than that.·· After 
the March 14, 2014, hearing, on March 20, 2014, the Court sent Val Thornton a letter 
recapitulating the above, and concluded theieg~: ,~lfJhere is a substitution of counsel 
SUMMARY JUD13MEl~T 
case 4, I consider that I have no the 
a stated . cause 
great hardship on Mr. Thornton" and concluded: "In the meantime, I have consulted 
with bar counsel, have verified that I may continue my representation during the pre-trial 
process, and hope that your honor will understand this due to economic necessity 
alone." On March 26, 2014, the Court forwarded a copy of that response by facsimile 
to Brad Andrews, Idaho State Bar Counsel. As of the date of this opinion, no 
substitution of counsel has occurred. 
Also, at the March 14, 2014, hearing, the Court took up the issue of "Clark's 
Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Response to 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support 
Thereof." The basis of that motion was Pandrea is not an adverse party to Clark, and 
Clark's motion for summary judgment only pertained to Thornton's claims against Clark 
and Clark's counterclaims against Thornton. Defendant/Counterclaimant Clark's Motion 
to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof, pp. 2, 3. 
Pandrea (prose) had no objection to Clark's motion to shorten time to hear this motion, 
and counsel for Thornton objected, stated her client Thornton was prejudiced, but 
articulated no actual prejudice. Accordingly, this Court granted Clark's motion to 
shorten time. The Court then heard argument from the attorneys and Pandrea. At the 
conclusion of oral argument, the Court granted "Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's 
Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof', because Pandrea is not an 
adverse party to Clark (thus, the Court stated ~ii .. not need to reach the untimeliness 
6'-
MEMORANDUM DECISION ORDER MOTIONS 
so 
was 
and 
decision, to provide context The affidavits submitted by Pandrea have been read by 
the Court, but will not be considered in this motion for summary judgment between 
Clark and Thornton. 
On August 14, 2013, this action was commenced by John F. Thornton 
(Thornton) against his neighbors Mary E. Pandrea (Pandrea) and Kari A. Clark (Clark) 
to quiet title to his real property. Thornton and Pandrea own adjacent parcels of real 
property in Sandpoint, Bonner County, Idaho, near Tavern Creek. Complaint to Quiet 
Title and for Damages (Complaint) pp. 3-5, ,m 2.7-2.22. Thornton and Pandrea share a 
common boundary border. Affidavit of Mary E. Pandrea in Support of Defendant 
Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss Complaint for Quiet Title and for Damages (First Affidavit 
of Mary E. Pandrea), p. 2, ,r 3. 
In 1993, prior to owning his land, Thornton rented the property from Robert 
Wiltse (Wiltse) and Wiltse's wife at the time, Mary Pandrea. Complaint, p. 2, ,r 2.2. 
This property Thornton now owns is a two-acre parcel of land. Affidavit of Joel P. 
Hazel in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Affidavit 
of Joel P. Hazel), p. 2 ,r 3. Wiltse and Pandrea had obtained the two-acre parcel of 
land from Clark and Pandrea, by Bonner County Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 
416381, on November 10, 1992. Affidavit of Joe! P. Hazel in Support of Defendant 
Clark's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment (Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel), Exhibit A. 
That Quitclaim Deed conveyed the property to Wiltse and Pandrea "[s]ubject and 
reserving a 30.0 foot easement for a road right of way and utilities . . " Id. Wiltse and 
Pandrea divorced in 1996. First Affidavit c@~J:. Pandrea, ,r 6. 
Page 
1 was 
acre 
has a provision for an easement as follows: 
EASEMENT AND CONDITIONS THEREOF RESERVED BY 
INSTRUMENT: 
IN FAVOR OF: MARYE. PANDREA WILTSE, A MARRIED 
WOMAN DEALING IN HER SOLE AND SE PARA TE PROPERTY; 
AND KARI A. CLARK, A SINGLE WOMAN 
FOR: A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT FOR A ROAD 
RIGHT OF VVA Y AND UTILITIES 
RECORDED: DECEMBER 1, 1992 
INSURYMENT NO.: 416381 
Id. Clark maintains that since the 1940s the road referred to in Warranty Deed, 
Instrument No. 525386, which goes through the Thornton Property, is the only road her 
family has used to access approximately twenty acres of land that was jointly owned by 
Pandrea and Clark. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. 3; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis in Support of 
Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint 
and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims (Affidavit of Terri 
Boyd-Davis), p. 2 ,T 4. Pandrea disputes that Clark and Pandrea jointly owned the 
twenty-acre parcel of land. Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response 
to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 9. However, on May 11, 2011, 
Pandrea sued Clark to partition the twenty-acre parcel of land in Bonner County case 
number CV-2011-835. Defendant Clark's Answer Affirmative Defenses and 
Counterciaim, p. 5 ,r 6; Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit August 1 2012, 
District Judge John P. Luster issued a decision in that case, partitioning the parcel 
kind, with Ciark receiving 10.423 acres and receiving 12. 739 acres. 
ORDER GRANTING DEFENDANT SUMMARY JUD•GMEiNT 
erected a locked gate across 
and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. Affidavit of 
Terry Boyd-Davis, pp. 2-31J1J 5-6. A sign dated July 5, 2013, was posted next to the 
gate, which read as follows: 
NOITCE 
KARI CLARK 
IS PROHIBITED FROM ENTERING UPON THIS PROPERTY FOR ANY 
REASON UNDER PENAL TY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS. LC.§ 18-7001. 
JOHN F. THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK RIVER ROAD 
SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 
OWNER 
Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis, Exhibit G. Thornton claims that "[s]ince 1993, when I 
began renting Thornton property, the easement was used solely by Mary Pandrea and 
her invitees. Mary Pandrea gated and locked the easement at times, and decided who 
was to have a key to the gate." Affidavit of John Thornton Opposing Summary 
Judgment (Second Affidavit of John Thornton), p. 1 1f 2. 
On August 14, 2013, Thornton brought this present action to quiet title to a 
parcel of land, approximately one tenth of an acre in size, which contains a well, against 
Pandrea and Clark. Complaint to Quiet Title and for Damages, pp. 3-5, 1J1J 2.7-2.22. 
Thornton contends that in 2012 he had the Thornton Property surveyed, and apparently 
that survey is how and when Thornton discovered the physical property description on 
his Deed did not include about one-tenth acre (Vvell Piece). id. at 3, 1f 2.6. Thornton 
attaches as Exhibit 2 to his Complaint to Quiet Title and for Damages, a property 
description. Id., Exhibit 2. However, that orooertv description is simply printed on a 
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attached is a 
Summary Judgment) on February 14, 2014, the Court had not at that time been 
provided a copy of Thornton's deed. Two weeks after that decision was issued, when 
Clark filed the instant motion for summary judgment, was the first time the Court was 
provided a copy of Thornton's deed. Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit 8. It is now 
apparent that at all times Thornton was deeded this parcel, the metes and bounds 
description of which did not include the "Well Piece". However, Thornton claims he only 
discovered that fact in 2012 through a survey he had performed on his property. Clark 
maintains that following the Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition issued by Judge 
Luster on January 24, 2014, in Bonner County case number CV 2011 835, the twenty-
acre parcel of land was divided so that Clark no longer has an ownership interest in the 
Well Piece. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2. 
On January 29, 2014, Clark filed the instant motion for summary judgment, which 
was accompanied by a "Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims", the "Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel 
Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's 
Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims", and 
ihe "Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment of Clark's Counter Claims." 
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on Pandrea filed 
was 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment," the "Affidavit of James Gillette 
Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment," the 
"Affidavit of Debbie Gadbaw in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion 
for Summary Judgment," the "Affidavit of John Pandrea in Support of Plaintiffs 
Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment," and the "Affidavit of Nellie 
Gilbertson in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment" As mentioned above, the Court will not consider those affidavits, but will 
make mention of Pandrea's claims and arguments. 
On February 28, 2014, Thornton filed "Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant Kari 
Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment," which was accompanied by "Plaintiffs 
Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for Summary 
Judgment" and the "Affidavit of John Thornton in Opposition to Summary Judgment" 
Hearing on Clark's motion for summary judgment was held March 14, 2014. At 
the conclusion of that hearing, the Court stated the motion for summary judgment was 
granted and that a written decision would issue as soon as possible. The Court stated 
it was declaring its decision on the record on March 14, 2014, as it was important for 
the parties to know that decision as soon as possible, given the upcoming jury trial date 
of June 24, 2014, and the need for the parties to not prepare for matters that would no 
longer be an issue at that jury trial. 
ii. STANDARD OF REViEVv. 
"Summary judgment is appropriate if the pleadings, affidavits, and discovery 
documents on file with the court .. demonstra!e·71:~~erial issue of fact such that the 
SUMMARY JUD13MEll',IT 
a as a 
5 
of proof is on the moving party to demonstrate the absence of a genuine issue 
of material fact. Rouse v. Household Finance Corp., 144 Idaho 68, 70, 156 P.3d 569, 
571 (2007) (citing Evans v. Griswold, 129 Idaho 902,905, 935 P.2d 165, 168 (1997)). 
'The burden may be met by establishing the absence of evidence on an element that 
the nonmoving party will be required to prove at trial.'' Nelson v. Anderson Lumber Co., 
140 Idaho 702, 707, 99 P.3d 1092, 1097 (2004) (citing Dunnick v. Elder, 126 Idaho 
308, 311, 882 P.2d 475, 478 (Ct. App. 1994)). 
"Once the moving party establishes the absence of a genuine issue of material 
fact, the burden shifts to the non-moving party," to provide specific facts showing there 
is a genuine issue for trial. Kiebert v. Goss, 144 Idaho 225, 228, 159 P.3d 862, 864 
(2007) (citing Hei v. Holzer, 139 Idaho 81, 85, 73 P.3d 94, 98 (2003)); Samuel v. 
Hepworth, Nungester& Lezamiz, Inc., 134 Idaho 84, 87,996 P.2d 303,306 (2000). 
"[l]f the nonmoving party fails to provide a sufficient showing to establish the essential 
elements of his or her case, judgment shall be granted to the moving party. Porter v. 
Bassett, 146 Idaho 399, 403, 195 P.3d 121 1216 (2008) (citing Atwood v. Smith, 143 
Idaho 110,113,138 P.3d 310,313 (2006)). In construing the facts, the court must 
draw all reasonable factual inferences in favor of the non-moving party. Mackay v. 
Four Rivers Packing Co., 145 Idaho 408,410, 179 P.3d 1064, 1066 (2008). If 
reasonable people can reach different conclusions as to the facts, then the motion 
must be denied. Ashby v. Hubbard, 100 Idaho 67, 593 P.2d 402 (1979). 
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996). The non-moving party may not simply rely upon mere allegations in the 
pleadings, but must set forth in affidavits specific facts showing there is a genuine issue 
for trial. I. RC.P. 56(e); see Rhodehouse v. Stutts, 125 Idaho 208, 211, 868 P.2d 1224, 
1227 (1994). "[E]vidence presented in support of or in opposition to motions for 
summary judgment must be admissible evidence .... Hecla Min. Co. v. Star-Morning 
Min. Co., 122 Idaho 778,784,839 P.2d 1192, 1198 (1992). "The question of 
admissibility is a threshold question to be answered before applying the liberal 
construction and reasonable inferences rule to the admissible evidence." Id. If the non-
moving party does not provide such a response, summary judgment, if appropriate, 
shall be entered against the party. See id. 
Ill. ANALYSIS. 
A. There is No Genuine Issue of Material Fact That Clark Has an Easement 
Appurtenant to the Thornton Property. 
Clark seeks a determination by the Court that she has an easement appurtenant 
across the Thornton Property according to the language of Warranty Deed, Bonner 
County Instrument No. 525386 and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner County Instrument No. 
416381. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment 
of Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, pp. 5-6. 
Pandrea claims the twenty acres of land owned in part by Pandrea and in part by 
Clark has been divided throughout the years into Tax Lot 40 and Tax Lot 49. See 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for 
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is 
never 
the following: 
Pandrea purchased Tax Lot 40 in March of 1980, which consisted of 
approximately 5 acres, and in 1981 Pandrea quit claimed Yz interest to 
Clark. 
Eleven years later, in August of 1991, Clark purchased Tax Lot 49, 
which Pandrea co-owned by quitclaim deed in 1992. Tax Lot 49 was 
18.72 acres of which Pandrea received 8.297 acres in January 2014, with 
Clark receiving 10.423 acres. Clark's Tax Lot 49 was ordered to be 
contiguous to her individually owned Tax Lot 47 which is also accessed by 
way of the "existing road" easement described by Tucker Engineering 
(1975) (See map below on next page) ... 
Id. (original emphasis removed) (internal citations omitted). Pandrea has provided 
Instrument No. 170365 as evidence she claims grants the "existing road" easement to 
Tax Lot 49 in the language quoted above. Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of 
Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 9; Second 
Affidavit of Mary Pandrea, Exhibit P-1. Pandrea further maintains that the easement 
described in Warranty Deed, Instrument No. 525386, conveying property from Wiltse to 
Thornton reserves an easement for "Tax Lot 40". Pandrea's Memorandum in Support 
of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, pp. 9-12. 
Pandrea does not describe Tax Lot 40 by a metes and bounds description. Instead, 
Pandrea mentions that Tax Lot 40 is Instrument No. 226223, a copy of which has not 
been submitted to the Court, and includes copies of two maps in her memorandum 
opposing this motion for summary judgment Id., pp. 6-7, 10. The maps are not very 
legible, but do contain the language "Tax Lot 40". Id., pp. 7, 10. However, the maps 
are not supported by affidavit, nor have they been provided the Court as certified 
copies of recorded documents. Id. It is unclear who created these maps or when they 
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instrument numbers. Affidavit Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit C. This map shows that 
Instrument No. 226223 is land conveyed to Pandrea. Id. That map does not, however, 
include the language "Tax Lot 40". Id. 
Regardless, Pandrea claims that as of August 2012 she is the individual owner 
of Tax Lot 40 pursuant to a court order issued in Bonner County case CV 2011 835. 
Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 5. Pandrea claims this conveyance was finalized on January 
24, 2014, by Judge Luster a Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition. Pandrea 
contends any right Clark had to the easement ended when that decision was entered. 
Id. Pandrea further claims the following: 
There is no evidence on the record to support Clark's claim that Tax Lot 
40 and Tax Lot 49 are a '20 acre parcel' (singular) that had been 
accessed by way of the driveway to Tax Lot 40. Id. at 10. In support of 
this, she claims Instrument Number 525386, which is the Thornton 
Warranty Deed, and includes an 'EXHIBIT A' that references Instrument 
Number 416381. Instrument Number 416381 gives more detailed 
description of Tax Lot 40 (and the easement through the Thornton 
'driveway') and of tax Lot 49 (and the easement by way of the 'existing 
road'). 
Id. at 11 (internal citations omitted). Based on this, Pandrea maintains the easement 
attaches to Tax Lot 40 only, which Clark no longer has an interest in. Id., p.12. 
Pandrea also mentions that Clark does not have an easement by implication, easement 
by necessity, or a prescriptive easement, but in her Memorandum in Support of 
Defendant Clark's Motion tor Summary Judgment of Dismissal ot Thornton's Complaint 
DEFENDANT CLARK'S MOTIONS 
on 
an across 
because "[t]he language upon which Kari Clark relies does not describe a dominant 
estate, and does not pretend to pass on to the heirs and assigns of the grantors. 
Plaintiff's Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, p. 2. Thornton claims the language of Warranty Deed, Instrument 
No. 525386 creating the easement "consists of a reservation by the grantors of the right 
to use the road on the conveyed portion of Tax Lot 40 in order to access the grantors' 
remaining portion of Tax Lot 40." Id. at 4. Since the Warranty Deed references the 
easement created by the Quitclaim Deed, it "provides the sole basis for Kari Clark's 
claim of entitlement to use the easement." Id. Thornton argues the Quitclaim Deed 
conveyed two portions of property, part of Tax Lot 40 and part of Tax Lot 49. Id. 
Thornton maintains the conveyance of Tax Lot 40 was subject to a "thirty (30) foot 
easement for a road right of way and utilities" and the conveyance of Tax lot 49 was 
not subject to any "easement or right of way of any kind" Id. at 4-5. like Pandrea, 
Thornton does not describe Tax Lot 40 or Tax Lot 49 by a metes and bounds 
description. Rather, Thornton claims the Quitclaim Deed, Instrument No. 416381 
contains a metes and bounds description of both Tax Lot 40 and Tax Lot 49. 
Thornton has provided no admissible evidence supporting that claim. 
Thornton further alleges Clark does not have an easement by necessity. Id. 
As stated above, Clark in her Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for 
Summary Judgment of 01sm1ssal of I homton·s Complaint and Motion tor Partial 
Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim only seeks summary judgment on whether 
"There are two general types of easements: easements appurtenant and 
easements in gross. An easement appurtenant is a right to use a certain parcel, the 
servient estate, for the benefit of another parcel, the dominant estate." Hodgins v. 
Sales, 139 Idaho 225, 230, 76 P.3d 969, 974 (2003) (citing Abbott v. Nampa School 
Dist. No. 131, 119 Idaho 544,550,808 P.2d 1289, 1295 991 "In contrast, an 
easement in gross benefits the holder of the easement personally, without connection 
to the ownership or use of a specific parcel of land." Id. (citing King v. Lang, 136 Idaho 
905, 909, 42 P.3d 698, 702 (2002)). The difference between the easements has been 
described by the Idaho Supreme Court in the following way: 
An easement ... "appurtenant" is one whose benefits serve a 
parcel of land. More exactly, it serves the owner of that land in a way that 
cannot be separated from his rights in the land. It in fact becomes a right 
in that land and, as we shall see, passes with the title. Typical examples 
of easements appurtenant are walkways, driveways, and utility lines 
across Blackacre, leading to adjoining or nearby Whiteacre. 
Easements ... "in gross" are those whose benefits serve their 
holder only personally, not in connection with his ownership or use of any 
specific parcel of land .... Examples are easements for utilities held by 
utility companies, street easements, and railroad easements. 
Abbott v. Nampa Sch. Dist. No. 131, 119 Idaho 544, 550, 808 P.2d 1289, 1295 (1991). 
If there is a doubt as to whether an easement is appurtenant or in gross, Idaho courts 
presume the easement is appurtenant. Id. (citing Nelson v. Johnson, 106 Idaho 385, 
387-88, 679 P.2d 662, 664-65 (1984)). 
In this case, the Warranty Deed conveying the two acre parcel of !and to 
Thornton contained the following language establishing an easement is as follows: 
MOTIONS 
MARY 
INH 
SINGLE WOMAN 
A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT 
RIGHT OF WAY AND UTILITIES 
RECORDED: DECEMBER 1, 1992 
INSURYMENT NO.: 416381 
Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit 8. 
Contrary to the contention of Pandrea and Thornton, the above language does 
not grant an easement specifically to "Tax Lot 40". Neither Pandrea nor Thornton have 
submitted any admissible evidence depicting Tax Lot 40 or describing Tax Lot 40 by a 
metes and bounds description. Pandrea claims that she is now the owner of Tax Lot 40 
based on a court order issued by Judge Luster in Bonner County case number CV-
2011-835. However, this order provides a metes and bounds description and does not 
refer to "Tax Lot 40" All of the admissible evidence refers to the properties in this case 
by metes and bounds descriptions. But even if there was admissible evidence 
describing Tax Lot 40, the easement at issue in this case simply does not refer to Tax 
Lot 40. It grants a thirty-foot easement for a road right of way and utilities to Mary E. 
Pandrea and Kari Clark for a right of way and use of utilities which serves their land, not 
specifically the land of Tax Lot 40. Both Thornton and Pandrea are very mistaken in 
their argument linking the easement in favor of Pandrea and Clark to Tax Lot 40. The 
link simply does not exist. As a result, the partition lawsuit between Pandrea and Clark 
before Judge Luster has absolutely nothing to do with Pandrea's and Clark's easement 
rights across Thornton's land. Thornton is grievously mistaken to argue otherwise. 
At oral argument, Thornton's attorney echoed the claim made Thornton 
affidavit that "At the time the easement was created, the only acreage adjacent my 
property was the 5-acre parcel, formerly Ma~~ttdlea's sole separate property 
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as " 
'The easement, if any, appertaining to the adjacent parcel only appertains to the 
adjacent parcel." No legal authority supporting such circular argument has ever been 
submitted by Thornton. No legal authority for Thornton's argument exists. Clark is 
named in the easement. The easement exists and is recorded, so for Thornton's 
attorney to state on March 14, 2014, that "The easement, if any ... , ignores the 
uncontroverted evidence. For Thornton's counsel to make the claim that an easement 
appurtenant depends on "adjacency" to the burdened land, without any legal support for 
that claim, is irresponsible. Clark's easement does not depend on adjacency of her 
property to Thornton's. Clark's easement depends on the fact that her name is on a 
recorded easement that burdens Thornton's land. 
Furthermore, Thornton is completely misguided in restricting Clark, but not 
Pandrea, from crossing Thornton's land. The easement, quoted immediately above, is 
in favor of Pandrea and Clark. Thornton's inability to read and understand what is of 
record, is quite mystifying. As this Court stated in its January 14, 2014, Memorandum 
Decision and Order Granting in Part and Denying in Part Pandrea's Motion to Dismiss 
(Motion for Summary Judgment): 
[T]here is indisputable evidence that the language provided above created 
an easement appurtenant. While the language of the easement identifies 
no dominant or servient estate, it gives a right of access to Pandrea and 
Clark for a road right of way and for utilities, which serves the land directly 
as opposed to Pandrea and Clark personally. However, even if the Court 
finds that there is doubt whether this language creates an easement 
appurtenant, the presumption in Idaho rests in favor of finding an 
easement appurtenant was created. 
ORDER 
on reason 
these issues were addressed this Court's earlier decision is Pandrea and 
Thornton for some reason refused to submit admissible evidence to the Court. Clark 
has now rectified the failure of the other parties. 
B. Thornton Interfered With Clark's Right to Use the Easement When He 
Erected a Locked Gate Across the Easement. 
Clark claims that since she has an easement appurtenant, Thornton wrongfully 
interfered with her easement rights when he erected a locked gate across the road. 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p. 7. Thornton claims that he: 
... has a right to question those who claim to have the right to cross his 
property, and it is not unreasonable to ask for identification and 
verification of such claims. . . . When he learned that Kari Clark claimed a 
right to use the easement, he immediately requested to be informed of the 
basis thereof, and notified Rickard Kuck, her attorney in the partition 
matter (CV-2011-835) that she would be trespassed from the property 
unless she provided a legal basis for her claim. 
Plaintiff's Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 6 (citing 
Affidavit of John Thornton in Opposition to Summary Judgment). 
"An easement is the right to use the land of another for a specific purpose that is 
not inconsistent with the general use of the property by the owner." Johnson v. 
Highway 101 Investments, LLC, No. 39160, 2014 WL 497442, at *2 (Idaho Feb. 7, 
2014) (citing Capstar Radio Operating Co. v. Lawrence, 153 Idaho 411, 420, 283 P.3d 
728, 737 {2012); quoting Hughes v. Fisher, 142 Idaho 474, 480, 129 P.3d 1223, 1229 
(2006)). 
the correlative rights of 
the servient estate is 
easement 
,ur>rnC' the servient estate owner is 
to make uses of the property that do not unreasonably interfere with the 
dominant estate owner's enjoyment of the easement. 
Ruddy-Lamarca v. Dalton Gardens Irrigation Dist., 153 Idaho 754, 758, 291 
P.3d 437, 441 (2012), quoting Nampa & Meridian Irrigation Dist. v. Washington Fed. 
Sav., 135 Idaho 518, 522, 20 P.3d 702, 706 (2001 "An easement owner is entitled to 
relief upon a showing that he is obstructed from exercising privileges granted by an 
easement." Boydstun Beach Ass'n v. Allen, 111 Idaho 370, 377, 723 P.2d 914, 921 
(Ct App. 1986) (Connecticut Light and Power Co. v. Ho/son Co., 185 Conn. 436, 440 
A2d 935 (1981 
As stated above, Clark has an easement appurtenant to the Thornton Property. 
Thornton claims he was unaware of the easement rights of Clark, yet the Warranty 
Deed conveying the two acre parcel of land to Thornton contained the following 
language establishing an easement is as follows: 
EASEMENT AND CONDITIONS THEREOF RESERVED BY 
INSTRUMENT: 
IN FAVOR OF: MARYE. PANDREA WILTSE, A MARRIED 
WOMAN DEALING IN HER SOLE AND SEPARATE PROPERTY; 
AND KARI A. CLARK, A SINGLE WOMAN 
FOR: A 30.0 FOOT EASEMENT FOR A ROAD 
RIGHT OF WAY AND UTILITIES 
RECORDED: DECEMBER 1, 1992 
INSURYMENT NO.: 416381 
Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit B (emphasis added). The Warranty Deed conveying 
the Thornton Property to Thornton put Thornton on notice that Clark had an easement. 
!- __ : ... _ -.t: 
!Ii ::>!Jilt::;: UI erected a locked gate across the easernent posted a 
sign dated July 5, 2013, next to the gate, which read as follows: 
DEFENDANT 
JOHN THORNTON 
4685 UPPER PACK RIVER ROAD 
SANDPOINT IDAHO 83864 
OWNER 
Memorandum Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2; Affidavit of Terri Boyd-Davis, pp. 2-3 ,m 5-6, Exhibit G. As 
mentioned above, Thornton's failure to read and comprehend what is of record (or if he 
read his deed at the time, his refusal to abide by the language in his deed), the written 
easement, is troubling to the Court. Nearly a year ago, Thornton's in July 2013 of 
excluding Clark from using her easement, was simply wrong. Thornton had no legal 
right to do so. But today, Thornton has obviously read his deed. Thornton can no 
longer claim ignorance. And for Thornton to today claim that "John Thornton has a right 
to question those who claim to have the right to cross his property, and it is not 
unreasonable to ask for identification and verification of such claims ... " (Plaintiffs 
Memorandum of Law in Opposition to Summary Judgment, p. 6, citing Affidavit of John 
Thornton in Opposition to Summary Judgment), is absolutely incredible. Even more 
recently, after Thronton's affidavit and brief were filed, Thornton's attorney, at the March 
14, 2014, hearing argued: "Thornton was never on any notice there was a right to use." 
Such argument completely ignores the purpose of Idaho's recording statutes. I.C. § 55-
801 et.seq. Once the easement was recorded in 1992, that easement is constructive 
notice to Thornton and the entire world, of Clark's easement rights. LC.§ 55-811. How 
Thornton's attorney can make such a statement to the Court, is not capable of being 
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on 
this litigation, and Thornton, and his attorney, obviously continue to adhere 
to up to the present time. Thornton cannot make the written recorded easement go 
away by pretending it does not exist Thornton's attorney cannot pretend Idaho's 
recording statutes do not exist At the March 14, 2014, hearing, Thornton's attorney in 
concluding her oral argument, that Thornton's actions on July 20, 2013, and opposition 
to Clark's claims in this lawsuit " ... were not frivolous." The Court disagrees. Thornton's 
attorney also argued at the March 14, 2014, hearing that "A landowner has a right to 
approach a person that you have never met before." Such argument is disingenuous 
given the fact that fifteen days before meeting Clark and confronting Clark, Thornton, 
on July 5, 2013, put up the following sign: 
NOITCE 
KARI CLARK 
IS PROHIBITED FROM ENTERING UPON THIS PROPERTY FOR ANY 
REASON UNDER PENAL TY OF CRIMINAL TRESPASS. LC. § 18-7001. 
Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment of 
Dismissal of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for Partial Summary Judgment on 
Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2; Affidavit of Terry Boyd-Davis, pp. 2-311115-6, Exhibit G. 
Why would Thornton place such a sign if he had never met Kari Clark or at least knew 
who Kari Clark was, and knew Kari Clark claimed some right to cross his property? 
Clark has demonstrated she has a right to the express easement of record and 
Clark has proven that Thornton interfered with that right when he erected the locked 
gate. Clark has shifted the burden to Thornton, who has failed state a lawful basis 
privileges 
1 
decision granting Clark's summary judgment motion, the Court ordered 
immediately remove the gate on Thornton's property. 
C. Clark no Longer has an Interest in the Well Property. 
"The general rule of mootness doctrine is that, to be justiciable, an issue must 
present a real and substantial controversy that is capable of being concluded through a 
judicial decree of specific relief." Freeman v. Idaho Dep't of Correction, 138 Idaho 872, 
875, 71 P.3d 471, 474 (Ct. App. 2003) (citing Idaho Sch. for Equal Educ. Opportunity v. 
Idaho State Bd. of Educ., 128 Idaho 276, 281-82, 912 P.2d 644, 649-50 (1996)). The 
controversy must exist at the time of the court hearing and the parties must have a 
"cognizable interest in the outcome" otherwise the issue is moot Id. "A party lacks a 
legally cognizable interest in the outcome when even a favorable judicial decision would 
not result in relief." Id. (citing See Murphy v. Hunt, 455 U.S. 478, 481-82, 102 S.Ct. 
1181, 1183, 71 L.Ed.2d 353, 356-57 (1982)). 
On August 14, 2013, Thornton brought this action to quiet title against Pandrea 
and Clark regarding ownership rights of the Well Piece. Clark claims that pursuant to 
the Revised Judgment and Decree of Partition issued by Judge Luster on January 24, 
2014, in Bonner County case number CV 2011 835, the twenty-acre parcel of land 
formerly owned by Clark and Pandrea was divided so that Clark no longer has an 
ownership interest in the Well Piece. Memorandum in Support of Defendant Clark's 
Motion for Summary judgment of Dismissai of Thornton's Complaint and Motion for 
Partial Summary Judgment on Clark's Counterclaim, p. 2. Clark argues any dispute 
interest the would be solely between 
are the is 
County case number CV 2011 835 is under appeal. Plaintiffs Memorandum of Law in 
Opposition to Defendant Kari Clark's Motion for Summary Judgment, p. 2. 
No evidence has been properly put before the court demonstrating that Bonner 
County case number CV 2011 835 is under appeal or that any appeal affects the Well 
Piece. The only evidence properly before the Court is the decision by Judge Luster 
Bonner County case number CV 2011 835. Affidavit of Joel P. Hazel, Exhibit C. 
Based on that decision, it is clear that Clark does not have an interest the Well Piece. 
As such, there is no controversy between Thornton and Clark regarding an interest in 
the Well Piece, and the issue between Thornton and Clark is moot 
IV. CONCLUSION AND ORDER. 
For the above stated reasons, this Court grants summary judgment in favor of 
Clark as against Thornton's claims, and grants partial summary judgment in favor of 
Clark as against Thornton on all of Clark's counterclaims, except for the issue of 
damages to Clark by Thornton, if any, which will be tried to a jury. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED Clark's Motion to Shorten Time to hear Clark's Motion 
to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in Support of Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment and the Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof is 
GRANTED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED Clark's Motion to Strike Pandrea's Memorandum in 
Support of Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion Surn1m::uy and ihe 
Affidavits Filed in Support Thereof is GRANTED. 
51 M. + h 
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of Clark as against 
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of damages which will be tried to a jury) is GRANTED. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED the gate on Thomton1s property which obstructs 
Clark's easement across Thornton's property is to be removed effective March 141 
2014. 
Entered this gth day of Apri11 2014. 
-- ( 
. Mitchell, District Judge 
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Lawyer Fax# 
Val Thornton 2~5-2321 
Mary E. Pandrea. Pro Se 
I Lawyer 
Joel P. Hazel 
Fax# 
208-667-8470 
Linda Oppelt, DeputyiCFerk 
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Fax sent 2086678470 
ll 
r 
I ISB# 1 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
_ 608 Northwest Blvd._ Suite 300 ) . 
, Ii ~~
1
:~u1-~~n'::1.ene, Idaho 83814-2146 
0 J <;;Ar;;;p U ~. (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667-8470 
WITHERSPOON HELLEY 
Email: jph@witherspoonkeiley.com 
8 Email: jmg@witherspgonkellev.com 
9 Allorneys for Defendant!Counterclaimant Kari A. 
04-11-14 15:36 Pg: 
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I 
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I 
IO I IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF 
1 'I IDA.HO, A.."l\JTI FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
P! 
'" I JOHN F. THORNTON, 
u q 
14 1
1 I vs. 15 f I 
I6 
Plaintift!Counterdefendant, 
fv1ARY E. P ANDREA, a single woman 
17 individually and as Trustee of the Kari 
18 Clark and Mary E Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
u/a April 9, 2002; and 
19 
1
1· Defendant, 20 
21 , KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
r individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
22 Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable Trust, 
,s u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
-- 1 Clark Trust u/a June 2L 
24 1 ~ _ I Detendant!Countercla:rrnant. 
25 I ~----------------' 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
DEFE1\1DA.NT/COUN'fERCLAIMANT 
CLARK'S MOTION TO VOLUNTARILY 
nrs:rvnss THE D.A_MAGE CLA.Thtf FOR 
L."1\ITERFERENCE \\,1TH EASEMENT 
AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
DATE: May 1,2014 
TIME: 1:30 p.m. 
BEFORE: Judge John T. Mitchell 
26 II I 
r ll COMES NOW Defendant/Counterclaimant Kari A. Clark ("Clark"), by and through her I 
:~ 11 attorneys of Hazel M. of the firm of Witherspoon Kelley, and I 
ji 
/ DEFENDA .. "i\l'T/COlJ1'rrERCLAfMANT CLARK'S MOTION TO VOLUNTARILY DISMISS TifE l ~~~~
11
~
1
~~~!.!cNTERFERENCE \VITH EASEMENT AND NOTICE OF HEARING. 
I. 
2/4 
Fax sent 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLE~ 
04-11-14 15:36 pg· 3/4 
-~------
4 
5 
41(c),. but preserving Clark's right to seek attorney's fees and costs in this matter upon 
entryofjudgrrient 
6 1 Based on this Cou..•1:'s Memorandum Decision and Order entered on April 9, 2014, the 
I only remaining claim to be adjudicated between Clark and Thornton is Clark's counterclaim for 
I 
8- ' 
9 
1 l damages against Thornton based on Thornton's ,vrongful interference Vvith Clark's easement _ 
IO 'J tights. Although Clark is likely entitled to an award of damages based on the Court's findings I 
I regarding Thornton's wrongful interference, Clark is moving for the dismissal of her I 
12 counterclaim for damages on the grounds that pursuant of the damage claim does not make I 
l3 financial sense. 
]4 
15 I This morion is based upon the pleadings and records this matter, the reasons 
I stated herein. and the anmment to be made at the time set for hearing this motion. Clark herebv 
16 ' - - • 
17 
21 
23 
25 
requests the opportunity to present oral arguruents in support of thls motion. 
DA TED this //7Ji. day of April, 2014. 
WlTHERSPOON KELLEY 
J~ 
JOEL P. HAZEL 
Attorneys fi;r Defendanz/Counterclaimanl Clark 
DEFEN"DANTICOUNTERCLA.IMANT MOTION TO VOLUNTARILY DISMISS THE 
DA.Iv1AGE CLAIM FOR IN1ERPERENCE V.-'ITH EASEMENT AND NOTICE OF - 2 
k·\1H~\cdamain\l453:0\oom~cY.A<~76J.doc 
Fax sent by 2086678470 WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
11 
ii 
OF HEARING 
I to Voluntarily lhe Damage interference with Easement be held 
the 1st day of May, 2014, at the hour of 1:30 p_m., before the Honorable John T_ Mitchen at the 
5 
6 j Kootenai County Courthouse located at 324 We.st Garden Avenue, Coeur d'lJene, Idaho 83814. I 
7 DA TED this II TJ[ day of April, 20 i 4. 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
Attorneys for Defendan1/Counterclaimant Clark 
13 
14 
15 CERffilCATE OF SERVICE 
16 I certify that on this the J.l..!!::day of April, 2014, I caused a true and correct copy ofth 
\vithin DEFENDAlvT/COlINTERCJ.AIM4NT CLARK'S MOTION TO VOLUNTARILY D1Slt11S 
THE DAJ1AGE CLAIM FOR LVTERFERENCE WII'H EASEMENT A.ND NOTICE 0 
1 s HEARING to be forwarded. \A.1th aH required charges prepaid, by the method( s) indicated below 
to the follo'-ving person(s): 
l9 
20 
21 
22, 
I 
23 
24 
25 I 
Val Thornton 
4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83 864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Pack River Rd_ 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] 
r J 
l ] 
[X] 
[X] 
[ ] 
[ ] 
[X] 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight Mail 
Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
26 I , 
27 I I 
I C~rv'l~l 28 l 1 Annette Moonnann 
I DEFENDANT/COUNTERCLAIM.ANT CLARK'S MOTION TO VOLUNTARJL y DlS1'v1ISS THE I ~~!?!1~~~!~!I,:1TERFERENCE \NTIH BASEMEN! AND NOTICE OF HEARING 3 
l 
4 08:57 208-255-2327 
VAL THORNTON ISB #65 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
4685 Upper Pack River-
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
(208) 263-5017 phone 
(208) 255-2327 fax 
THORNTON LAW OFFICE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF 'l'H Ii: STATE OF' IDAHO !N .4..,.'-fD FOR THE COUNTY OF B01'71\1ER 
JOHN F. TRORNTON, ) Cue No. CV-2013-1334 
Plaintiff~ 
v. 
) 
) 
) 
MARYE. PANDREA, et al, ) 
Def endaots. ) 
~---------> 
NOTICE OF NO OBJECTION 
TO DEFENDANT CLARK'S 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
D~GECLAIM 
PAGE 01 01 
TO: Mary Pandrea~ Plaintiff pro se; Kari A. Oark, her attorney of record Joel Gray; and 
to the clef'k of the above entitled conrt: 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE rnAT Plaintiff' does not object to Defendant/ Counterclaimant 
Clark's Motion to Voluntarily Dismiss the Damage Claim For Interference With Easement 
DATED this l"5°~ay of .A-:y.su.Q . 2014. 
\la-0 TWls1f\.\6n 
Val Thornton, Attorney for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
The undersigned hereby certifies that a true and correct copy of the furegoingwas delivered as 
indicated on the~ day of ~.J\.LQ . 20147 tff 
JOELP. HAZEL WITHERSPOONKE1LEY Lfaxed to (208) 667-8470 
MARYPANDREA Defendant p:ro se 
4687 Upper Pack River Rd Sandpoint, ID 83864 
HON. JOHN T. MITCHELL 
J(_mailed, postage prepaid 
J:!(_Jax:ed to (208) 446-I 132 
NOTICE OF NO OBJECTION TO DEFENDANT CLARK'S 
MOTION TO DIS:MISS CLAIM FOR DMfAGES 
PAGE 1 
2 JOEL P. HAZEL. ISB # 4980 
3 JASON M. GRAY, lSB # 8539 
WITHERSl?OON KELLEY 
4 The Spokesman-Review Building 
s 608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeurd'~ Idaho &3gl4-2146 
6 Telephone: {208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667..$410 
7 Email: )ph@·wirh1";;rsr-0on1'dky.com 
1'--~1 - ;rn,,,rc·i).,, 1•'-,.r.,·,=•-n' ' ' ""' c--1--1 .Lll£Clll • .J·i· c:- ..... ::.¥or1ut~,.,,F'\..A.! !\.'Ct"'°'".,. .. .. ..... 1 • • • 
) 
lO 
11 
12 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF TIIE FTRST JlIDTCIAL OJSTR.JCT OF THE ST A TE OF 
IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNIY OF BON}{ER 
13 
14 
15 
16 
JOHN F. lliORNTON~ 
vs. 
MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman 
17 individually and as~ of the Kari A. 
18 Clark and Mary E. Pan.drca Revocable Tns, 
u/a April 9, 2002; and 
19 
20 
21 KAR1 A. CLARK, a siog]e woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
22 Clark and Mary E. Panc;lrea Revocable Trust,, 
23 
u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of 'die .Kari A. 
Clarli: Trust u/aJune 21, 2010, 
24 
25 
26 
Case No. CV 2013-1334 
STIPULATION FOR ORDER OF 
DISMISSAL OF 
DEFENDANf/COUNTERCLAIMANT 
a.ARK'S DAMAGE CLAIM FOR 
J.NTERFERENCE wmI EASEMENT 
COMES NOW the undersigned. Joel P . Hazel of Witbm.poon • Kelley for 
ig Defendant:/Countetlaimant KARI A. CLARK. ("Clark")~ and Val 'Thornton fOr 
300 
Fax sent : 2086678470 
Fit.x l':ro111 
II 
2 
'Plain~ JORN TIIORNTON, and hereby stipu1are. agree and request this 
Court to enter an w,; toi!k>vli•:s: 
3 
4 1 1. Dismissing Clark's counterclaim for damages against Thornton fur interfereoce 
: f wiih Oad:'s asemem rights; 
2. Preserving Claik's right w seek my attorney's fees and costs she may be entitled 
7 
1 to in this matter upon entry of judgment 
9 DA1ED this 11_ day of April. 2014 
IO 
u 
13 
14 
l7 
18 
I9 
21 
24 
21 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
t. 
DATIIDthls ~ day of April. 2014 
STIPULATION FO:R ORDER OP DlSMISSAL OF DEFBNDANT.ICOt.TNTeRCLAIMANT CLAR.K'S 
DAMAGE CLAIM FOR DITERFEF..ENCE WITH EASEMENT-PAGE 2 
J'"""d""' ... -,~-'-"'--
" I 
Fax sent by 
Fax 
Ii 
I~ that oo this the of April,. 2014. I~ a trne and correct copy of the 
within S11Pl.1LU10N FOR ORDER OF DISMJSS..U. OF 
DEFEND.tfNTICOUNI'Ek.CLAIMANf CLfRK'S DAMAGE CLAIM FOR INTERFERENCE 
4 WJTH F.ASEMENT tu be rorwarded, wi1.h an required charges~ by the mediod(s) 
5 
indicated below, ro the following person(s): 
6 VaJ T-u01nwn 
7 i 4685 Upper Pack River Rd. 
u 
12 
B 
14 
15 
17 
JI 
19 
20 
2I 
22 
23 
27 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Mary E. Pamhea 
4672 Upper Pack River &t 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
[X] U.S. Mail,, Postage Prepaid 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[ l Owtnight Mail 
[X] Facsimile: 208-255-2327 
(XJ U.S. Mml, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Del:ivemi [ l Overnight Mail 
[] F~1e: 
STIPli'LATION FOR ORDER OF DISMISSAL OF DEfENDANT/COUNTERCLAIMANT CLAR.K'S 
DAMAGE CLAIM FOR INTERFERENCE WITH EASEMFNT -PAGE 3 
,~~~{bia" 
ll 
a 4 
!l i 
'J 2 
Fa~ f~oM 208 25S 2327 
Ii 
2 JOEL P. HAZE~ ISB # 4980 
.1 JAS0'.N M. GRAY, fstl # 8539 
WITHERSPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spolcesman4 Review Building 
5 
608 Northwest Blvd •• Suite 300 
Coeur d'~, Xdaho 83814-2146 
1; Telephone: (208) 667-4000 
Facsimile: (208) 667~8470 
1 Email: jph@witherspncmke!ley.com 
8 
Email: Jmg,@witberspo:mkdley.com 
1-18-14 11:25 Pg: 4 
9 Atto'l'IJey,rfor Defendanl/Counterclalma111 Kari A. Clark 
IO 
H 
lN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF TIIE STA TB OF 
IDM:lO, lN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
12 
IS 
16 
JOHN F. THOfilffON, 
vs. 
MARY B. PANDRBA, a single woman 
17 Individually and u Tnistee of the Kati A. 
18 Clatk and Mary E. Plltldt'M Revocable Trust. 
u/a. Aprlt 9; 2002; and 
19 
20 
ii KAR! A. CLARK, a siogle woman 
individually and B.11 Tru~ of the Karl A. 
12 Clmk and Mary B. Pandrea RevooabJe Trust, 
:u u/aAp:ril 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the KarlA. 
Clatk Trust u/a Junn 21, 201 O~ 
2S 
26 
DefendanttCounterclaimaQt. 
Case No. CV 2013-!334 
ORD'ER OF DISMISSAL OF 
DEFENDANt/COUNTERCLAfMANT 
CLARK'S DAMAGE CLAIM FOR 
lNlERFERENCS WITH EASEMENT 
,_
7 
Upon Stipulation ofthe- parties and aood Qallse appearing ther.£"on,~ 
28 rr 1S ORDERED THAT; 
O.IID~R FOR DISM.f.SSAL OFD.Ef'.ENDANT/COfJNTBR.CLAIMANT Cl,AltK'S DAMAGE a.A1M FOR 
I 
INTERFJJRHNCE WITII EAS£Mm.i'T - .PAGE l 
i..~\HSJ!Jmil<ll09'12!t""" 
If 
" L 
. 20a 255 zaz·. 
2 
2, Clark r~s lhe right to seek any atto.mey's fees and oo~ she may be entitled 
5 
to in this matter upon entry of jtidgment. 
1 
10 
11 
15 
t6 
17 
20 
2l 
22 
23 
21 
28 
If 
DATBDthJ~ f.K-{-{'d"ay of.April 2014. 
ORDER FOR DISMlS8AL OF DHFENDN.f'f/COUNTBRCLAfMANI' CJ.,All,K'S DA.MAO~ CL.&~ FOR 
INTERFl?RENCB 'WlTli EASEMJfNf -PAGE 2 
.,...do~~r.cwn11.do< 
5 
? c , r 
tlX 1'01111 ~ L:l:,lj .t55 2~;C( 
JI 
' J 
l certify that on this the hi · day of April, 2014, I caused a true and oonoot copy of the 
3 ORJJBR FOR DISMJSSAL OF DBFENDANTICOUNTERCLAlMJ.NT CLARK'S DAMAGE 
4 
CLAIM FOR INTERFERENCE 'W111l EASEMENT to be forwarded; with all required charges 
prepai~ by the method(s) indicated below, to the followlngpenion(s): 
5 
6 
7 
IO 
u 
12 
14 
Hi 
17 
)9 
20 
22 
24 
26 
2& 
Val Thornton 
468S UPPer Pac.k. lliver Rd. 
Sandpoint. ID 83864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 U~ Pack River Rd. 
Sandp0int7 Jl) 83864 
Joel P. Hazel 
Witl.1erspoon ,. KcUvr 
The Spokesman Review Bulld\l.Jg 
608 Northwest Blvd., Suite 300 
Coeurd'Al~e. Idaho 83814-2146 
M U.S. Mail, Posraae Prepaid 
l j Hand Delivered 
[ ] Ove:might Mail 
f 1 Facsimile: 208-255-2327 l 
~ U.S. Mall:r P'OSfa&e Prepaid [ J Hand PeUvered 
[ J Overnight Mai! 
[ ] Facsun&~ 
[,N U.S. Mall, Postage Prepaid 
r J Hand De1ivm:d [ ] Overnight Mall ( l Facsimile: 208-667-8470 
CLERK OP'flm Dt~TRICT COURT 
OF BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO 
ORDER FOR DISMISSAL OF DEFENDANI'/COUN'mRCJ..AIMANl' CLARK'S DAMAG'B CLAIM FOR 
INTBRFERBNCE WITH EASBM£N1' •.PAGE 3 l"'~,1~~,1.-
ll 
2E1BM7IM79 
II 
2 JOEL P. HAZEL, ISB # 4980 
3 
JASON M. GRAY, ISB # 8539 
WITHBR.SPOON KELLEY 
4 The Spokism.an~Review Bµilding 
608 NorthwestBlvd.1 Suite 300 
' Coeur d'Alene, Jda.iio 83814-2146 
6 Telephone: (208} 667-4000 Fe.esim.lle: (208) 667-8470 
, Emaih jph@witherspoonkelley.com 
Ema.II: jmg@witherspoonkeUey.com 
I! 
9 Attorneys for Defendam!Coumerclatmant Karl A. Clatk 
10 
u 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIR..9T JUDlCIAL DISTRICT OF Tim STATE OF 
IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
12 JOHN F. THORNTON, 
Plaintiff/Copnterdefendan4 
14 
VS, 
16 
MARYE. P ANDREA, a single woman 
11 individually and as Trustee of the Karl A. 
Clark and Mary B. Pan,drea Revoe11bte Ti:ust; 
HI u/a ~prl.19, 2002; and 
19 
20 
Defendant, 
KARI A. CLARK. a single woman 
21 individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
22 Clark and Mary B, Pandrea Revixabl$ Ttwt, 
u/a April 9, 2002 and as Trustee of the:Karl A. 
2] Clark Trust u/a June 21 1 Z010} 
Defendant/Counterolaimant 
JUDGMENT 
26 
27 
Pu:rsuant to I.R,C.P. 54(a), this Court enterJ the following JUDGMENT: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDEMPr ADJUDGED A.ND DBCRBBD 
JUDGhfflNT. 
r.~U~~l~~ 
F. Cciw.plalnt 
that 
I 
a 
U!!HEP.SPOON HELLEY 
Defendant/Counterclaimant KA.Rt CLARK is dismissed with projudico and 
2 TifORNTON shall take nothing thereby. 
3 IT JS PUlt!tIBR ORDERED. ADJUDGED ANO DECREED that as set forth in 
4 Warranty Deed, Bonner County Ins1rum.ent No. 525186 and Quitclaim Deed, Bonner CoUDty 
.5 Tn°""'""''""T l.J,., A1J::'201 VA 'l)Y A i/''!'f A 'OIi'" ~A VA 'D'I" A ,-,y • 'nV-L 'L , • I 
.1.1~4"'-\U~'VAA~ 1'1.1, -;-iv ... Q~~ LY'll\.l n, '-'J.rn.t\.!\. ailU ~ /'I., \.,Ll'U\A.:S lleJnl, mccessOfS 3!l(l 
6 assigns have a 30.0 foot appurtenant easement for road right .of way and utilities across the 
1 following described Tract lying Southeasterly of the Centerline of Tavern Creek; 
s A tract.of land located in Section 11, Township 59 North, Range 2 West, &ise 
9 
IO 
H 
12 
17 
18 
meridian. Bonner CoWlty, Idaho, more fully described as fullO\vs: 
Commencing at the Southeast conwr of said Section 11; thence North O degrees 
58'55° East-along the Bast line of said Se¢ion a distance of 1325.42 feet; thence 
West a dimmce of 1978.63 -feet to the point of beginning; thence North 27 
degrees .57108'' Wc:st a distance of 441t.04 feet; thence North O degrees Ol '2311 
West a dist.ance of 225.~0 feet; thence South 70 degrees·OI".23"·.East a distance of 
245 .00 feet; thence South ·46 degrees 01 '2311 F.ast a distance of37~ .00 feet; thence 
South 18 d~grees 32'25'' East a distance of 195!54 feet thence South 59 degrees 
2615511 East a distance of 302.2(1 feet t.o the Westerly rl,8ht-of .. way of the County 
Road; thence Southwesterly along the rlght-o"'way of the Courity Road to the· 
th.read of' Pack Ri~; Qience North:westerly along the 1hread. of Pack River to a 
point that is South 27 degrees St0811 Bast of the point of beginning; thence ijo:qh 
21 degrees S7'0S~ West to the point !)fheginning. 
IT IS FURTHER ORD'.&lIBJ), ADJUD~BD _AND- DECREED that the above described 
19 appurtenant easement grants- KARI A. CLARK and KARI A. CLARK'S heirs, successors and 
20 
assigns the right to use said easem$1t for right of way and utilities to tlie following described 
21 
ten and 423/lOOOs (10.423) acres :of real property that were awarded to KARI A. CLARK 
22 
pursuant to the Revised Judgme.11t and Decree of Partition. entffld in Bonn.or County Case No. 
23 c\r-2011-835: 
24 
A tract of land si~ted in the Southeast Quarter (SEl/4) of Section Eleven (11), 
Township Fifty-nine (59) North,· Range Two (2) West c,f the BQ~l? Meridian, 
Bo1l.1).et County, Idaho; being- a portion of that parcel described in Inaf.t'uln.ent No. 
396781; mo~-particularly deacrlfiea as follows: -
Beginning at the northwest comer of said SEl/4, which ;, :n1aded on the ground 
by a 211 brass cap stamped PE 3318; thence, along the north line of the SEl/4, N 
89115813511 E, 1003,87 f~ to the ~line of a. er-eek; thence, leaving said north 
,:-.. --' "''"!"!~ .... u ,. ...... ...;..u ..... -,, .. .;,..u,.,...:,.." 'l'I.- t~) ,..,..,....;.,.., •. Q ~ah~ll'4711 w lill'\I 41,i.i.U. ....._-..,~ IJ:M,,LV., '-'-'il\.'\,,Ai.UA'V ~V •'-1'-;u.V•li........,t) ...,.__ .. \,_/ "lt'<v_.....,_..,.~ - UV M'U I .r jcf J 
JUOOMBNT-2 
~n11.mlMOG1~000 
I 
ax aent 
I 
h 
I 
2 
J 
4 
~ 
6 
7 
8 
9 I 
10 
11 
Q 
v 
20B667B476 WITHERSPOON MELLE~ 
feet; thence s 29°421321' w! 93.41 feet; thence s 46°3l'Il 11 w, 41.15 feet; 
thence, leaving said centerlin~ s 00°0fYI3" B. 18.02 feet I 5/811 rebar; thene¢, 
contin~ S 00°00'13" B, I 16. 74 feet to a S/811 .rebar, which marks on the ground 
the northeast: comer of that par~I described in Instrument No. 389489; thence, 
along the boun.daey of !:hat parcel described in Instrument No. 389489 the 
following Two (2) courses! N 81°41'17" W, 122.60 feet t.o the northwest eomer 
thereof; thence S 04(;14'29" E, 142.10 feet to the sout:hWC"Ste.rly comer of 1ba:t 
parcel dworil».1 h1 k8frument No. 389489; thence S 63°1813211 W, 715.77 feet to 
the thread of Pack River as it was found to exist April 22, 2013; thence, along the 
thread of the river 1he tollowuig Five {5) courses: N 13°481Sl11 E, 103.04 feet, 
thence N 03°30135" W~ 56.81 feet; thence N 08°08'3211 Wt 123.52 feet; then.Ci N 
21°08'12" W, 73.68 feet; tbenc.e N 41°11'1611 W. 115.4S feet to the intersection 
with the west line of the SBt/4 of Section 11; th.nee, leaving said thread of the 
river and along said west line N 00¢5S'33u E. 85.02 feet to a 5/81! rebt¢ and plastic 
cap atampe.d PLS 7877; thence, continuing along said west line N 00°55133" E, 
231.08 feet to the POINT OF BEGINNING, encompassing afi area. of 10.421 
aores. 
11 IT IS FURTHER. ORDERED; ADJUOOED AND DECR:BBD that JOHN F. 
t3 THORNTON wrongfully interfered with KARI A. CLARK!s easement rights, 
14 IT IS FURTIIER ORDERED, AOJUOOBD A1'.1D DECREED that JOHN F. 
is THORNTON is permanently enjoined from interf~ with KARI A. CLARK'S easement 
Hi rights fmd :must as of March 14, 2014 remove any gate block:inK the C:aS$mtttt e&tablished by 
l1 this Judgment. 
18 IT IS FU.RTIIBR ORDERED, ADJUDOEJ) AND DECREED that KARI A. CLMl('s 
1!> counterclaim f.or damases related to the wrong..fUl interferenoo tla!tn against JOHN F. 
20 1HORNTON is dlsmissed mth prejudioi.,, 
21 ff IS FURTIIER ORDERED, Ar>JUDGBD AND DECREED that KARI A. CLARK 
22 retains the right to ~k any attorneys fees and costs she ma.y be entitled to m· this :matter upon 
~ entry of this Judgmen~. .. l 
DATED tmd0¥;;_y o~Ol4 24 
25 
2.8 
I 
I 
'.. 2 1 l 4: 
WITMBHSPOON KELLEY 
CLEllJ('S CERJIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I cett:ify that on this the day of May, 2014, I ca.USM a true and correGt oopy of the 
3 JUDGMENT to be forwarded, with all required chatges prepaid, by th~ m.ethod(s) ind!~ 
4 below, to the foltowingperson(s); 
' 
6 
7 
g 
IO 
l! 
l2 
13-
14 
1S 
16 
17 
19 
20 
21 
2l 
:.u 
26 
27 
Val Thom.ton 
4685 Upper Paek River Rd. 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
Mary E. Pandrea 
4672 Upper Ps.ck River Rd. 
Sandpoint. ID 83864 
JoelP. Haul 
JasonM, Gray 
Witherspoon • Kelley 
The Spokesman Revi~w Building 
608 Northwest l3lvd., Suite 300 
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814-2146 · 
M U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
l ] Faos:imile: 208-25S-2327 
~ U,$. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Oven:nght Mail 
I ] Fac.similt>: 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ ] Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
J)<l Fae.simile: 208-667-8470 
CLERK OF THE DISTRlCTCo'URT/~ 
OF BONNER COUNTY, IDAHO 
By:. /' / { '" 
Deputy Clerk 
.. ~·11 
~,,;;:.--
l 
I 
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OF IDAHO 
JOHN F. THORt~TON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
M..4.RY E. PANDREA, et aL 
Defendants. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
BOt~t~ER 
Case No. CV-201 334 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW 
IN SUPPORT OF PLA1NI1FF'S 
MOTION TO RECONSIDE~--~- - "'4::,~---=---
SUMrv1ARY JUDGMENT 
JOHN THOR._~TON, Plaintiff in the above entitled action, and through 
undersigned counsel, hereby submits his memorandum of 
judgment in Kari Clark matter, as 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
The above entitled matter concerns three separate irregularly shaped parcels, 
denominated herein Parcel Parcel Parcel In Harry Estates 
Survey, Parcel B I, Parcel C is II, and Parcel was not denominated because it was not 
Clark property. Affidavit of Val Thornton. Exhibit Twentv-Two. (Plaintiff's property, 
Parcel has been referred to in other pleadings as Thornton Property; Parcel B has been 
referred to as Pandrea's property, and as Tax Lot 40; Parcel C has been referred to as 
Clark's property, and as Tax Lot Defendant Kari Clark claims certain easement 
rights nu1..11-ing through Plaintiff's property, Parcel A, are appurtenant to her property, 
Parcel The parcels have changed boundaries through the as 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER -Page 
Exhibit One-A, a 
narrow 
as 
1S as 
B 
IS 
Creek, that is, on Parcel 
OF LAW 
road, 
, commences 
accesses 
easements. l 
C 
MEMORANDUM OF LAW fN SUPPORT RECONSIDER 
OF 4 

court states 
as a 
a 
PROCEDURAL IDSTORY 
OF 
13. 
B 
easement 
B is 
states: 
OF Of 
at 
a 
court 
3. Kari 
.., .... ,.nuuv..,u e'v1a,enc:e that 
as 
B had an 
Thornton 
B is 
matter 
greater context 
a 
OF 
.... ~,~._.,,,,~ to re5;po,nct 
m,>_<,,<>r>lcH,VP matters to 
was 
RECONSIDER 
to 
claims, 
was 
or court 
state 
OF TO 
a 
court 
not 
estate. 
moves court 
ARGUMENTANDAUTHORITY 
l\tlay the court grant summary judgment when there is conflicting evidence 
material facts 
two-acre 
1 1 " 
MEMO~ANDUM OF SUPPORT OF PLAfNTIFF'S MnTTON 0 
1S 
statements 
states 
to 
B 
easement 
two-acre 
acres, at 
Bas tenants 
common 
on 
were not 
easements were 
MEMORANDUM OF SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
were 
Mary Pandrea 
a 
a 
an easement 
easement 
a 
to use 
use, 
are a property owner to enjoin 
no 
easement. 
MEMORANDUM OF IN SUPPORT PLAINTIFF'S 13 
estate? 
1S a 
she 
Does the court have authority to award an express easement appurtenant to 
nu,,n.on real property where she does not own the dominant 
acres 
Driveway subject was 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS 
an easement an easement 
easement is 
easement is an easement gross, 
an easement 
case 
1 3 
to use 
serve as access to as a 
matter B, the 
easement was to no other. 
case 
at 
The easement was granted 
to the court, the 
is an easement appurtenant to a parcel 
uvuJ_i.,,u.uu parcel, may not to parcel 
easement is not even though the two 
parcels are adjacent and under common ownership." Penn 
Shoppes, Inc., 179 64 
101 92 
SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO 16 
3. May the 
B, 
was 
matter. case. 
court 
o~ns 1s not even 
an easement describing the parcels of land 
easement, and burdening 
metes 
SUPPORT 
easement 
to 
an easement on , Argosv 
OF SUPPORT 
OF SUPPORT OF TO 
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JOHN F. THOR'!\iTON, 
Plaintiff, 
v. 
MARYE. PAc1'IDREA, et 
Defendants. 
Of IDAHO 
Bonner 
:ss 
swear 
Case 
OF VAL THORNTON 
IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF'S 
TO RECONSIDER 
SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
to 
the Easement dated 
October 1975, recorded November 1 170365, Records Bonner 
creating Road. 
Clark and Edith E. Irrevocable Pandrea, dated and recorded 
1 
The attached Exhibit Four a true and correct 
, Recorded 
a true correct 
AFFIDA vn OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER PAGE 
1 
7. 
m 
, from 
to Robert 
is a true and correct certified copy the Quitclaim Deed Dated October 
Recorded October 1992, ..... a,.,u, No. 414162, Records of Bonner County, from 
to 50% interest Parcel 
Exhibit is a true and correct Quitclaim Deed dated 
1992, Recorded 24, 1 Instrument 6380, Records 
Parcel 
Bonner 
Kari 
8. 
1 1 
I 
1 
to 
is a true the Quitclaim Deed dated November 
6381, Records of Bonner County, 
A. Clark and Mary E Pandrea Wiltse to Robert Wiltse, Sr. and Mary E. Wiltse, 
is a true and correct certified Quitclaim Deed dated December 24, 
to and E Pandrea 
Piece. 
a true correct 
l 
Parcel 
AFFIDAVIT OF COUNSEL SUPPORT OF MOTION TO RECONSIDER PAGE2 
correct 
correct 
Ann Clark and Pandrea, to Kari Clark and Mary 
is a true and correct certified 
Revocable Trust, 
Set 
correct 
Damages and 
correct 
Production 
C>TT,r,,...,,,:nc on December 
correct 
OF COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
Documents 
RECONSIDER 
. ' 
April 9, 
Kari 
Pandrea Trust, conveying 
Deed 
Bonner 
to Kari 
March 
from 
21. 
A. 
Clark 
to Amended 
Kari 
PAGE3 
court not appear to have 
been recorded. 
is a true correct 2014, 
hearing. 
is a true and correct Second Set Interrogatories 
2 a true and correct Map of 
AFFIDA vn COUNSEL IN SUPPORT OF MOTION RECONSIDER PAGE4 
Upper Pack 
Sandpoint, ID 83864 
OF COUNSEL SUPPORT OF 
_mailed, postage 
--~LH~u.n,,_., postage prepaid 
_faxed to (208) 446-11 
RECONSIDER PAGE5 
Exhibit 
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?1141-J 
' F'OR VA.Um rux.cJVE:l), ~ ot Idaho, 11 .. 1.. • lUJ Tl"UJSt.00 of r;~ 
Uar-.ry F. An.d Edi tJJ £. Cl,u·k Triaat.,, Crn:.;tnt, d!'.xxS her~/ qra.:.t-,. 
b&r9ain, a.ell and et:'lnvoy unr..o Kacy &. Pi:uu.b::ca, a a legla ~, 
the GrAn.te:t.h vhoirn C"'ilt'tcnt. ad z!rc1Jt1 b Btl !J .c. 10!:U;h Avenue ,, 
V.a.ncoovor , Wuhi n9ton 1JS6!1'.0 1 tl.c:, fol dt:1:u:r~ prf!'.1!21~~ ,, 
in D-or ... 'lcr County, ldtlho ., t.o-wl tt 
A ua.ct ct Io.net t-o~tcd. in SooUo-;; U., '1'~:-..lp S9 nonh .. 
lt.'lniJD 2 ffc:nit, Dabe Kcr-ldtan .. Donner COunc.-y, I:daho1 e:or• 
fully dascri bcd AC rotlowa r 
\ 
co~ cing a t. t.ho aoud~ca12 t con:uu · o ! aaid Se ction l l: 
the nce U.0'" 58 r55•c .. olcmq tllC oa.at Uoo o{ e:ll id DCCt.1-0:0 
c1. rl iat.llnc:0 or ll25 ,. 42 f eat s !.hence ';.lat.I t:. b d!nu.nce ot 
I97S.Gl Leet w t.(it.: point. at be,.;innifi':}i thurrce t= ll"l7·~1·:,a·• 
~. ~ dintar.co oC ,4&.04 rco~; t.hon~e n.0•01•2J~~- A 
di~~i~co o! JJ5 .00 !ceLJ thane~ s~10•01•21·E~ ~ di.aUJne~ 
of ,HS .GO ! eet..1 t.honc:c s .-16•1:n'lJ•&. li (J.h:~ea o! 375.CO 
!cot} th,cmi:o S . Hi"'ll""ZS"'E .. · :t. dauu:1.ca o~ 195 "' !eat.1 
t."l.cnce s:. s,;• 26 • 5S"':E. A dlaur.co af )O:l , 20 fee to the 
wo£ ~crly righ~- or.....,ay o! the county ran.d 1 ~ · Qau'Lb-
vc&t.crly cilong the r.igfit.- o(-vBy cf tha rount.y co<1d w 
' ' 
th~ t hread ~f Paek P.lvcr i thence nor th'JJc~tc.riy nlcn~ 
tho thra.n.d of Pac:.k lti.vor t.o a point. t.fult 10 s.2i•,s7•oa .. c. 
o f t ho pcin t o! beginni n~:H thence u.21•s1•oa·w. w t.ho 
r.-oin t: o! ba-:finnlng. · 
Subject t.o .l :rn. fi t c-ct. c!l.a~nt ror 11 :roAd righ t-ot-.71 1 
.lnd ut.Hi.Uas, =ra tuH.y da.r.:ribcd /l.G rouavn: 
h ~r4e~ ot land for~ ro.J.d ~D~~nt. lQ.Citltcd tn Scc~1on ll r 
To,-,.-nnhlp S'!> ?tort...~ . ~.go 2 WaJn~. :Boise ft.,r-idLnn, Bc,nner 
Co:ttn't'f, Idaho ,. B.Zli i.d ;:0-:1d cas~nt ~i tH:J l-0. O t:a ct. whic 
U 5~ 0 fl'.H!t: e :ic.h :Lido o( u 1c ccmtorHfio') the ce:~tcrHne 
bein9 t'illre folly des.er JJ:;.,:id ,uz foHov1u 
~ncln9 .it tho cout.he.tu:u;. cortle:r o f oohl Section 11: 
Ul¢n-Co u·.o• sa · !iS'"'E • .:dong the ".IHH. Hoo o! f>lfid aoetion 
a diatam:o c! ll2S. 4:i' !ctct..r tlumce wu:1t. a dJ.l!Unco o! 
)91 3 .• 6] fcot;' J: tJ'i<er.:e n. 21•57rog•;,;. tJ dhlt.anc:e cf .:ua.o: 
fo<1t. ·t;b t:hc ot tmginnlnl)t tflcnce S.5~"'G-l ' l7"'t. a 
dl11~;;:a o(. 22 !ees t.1 t.h.:im::o s. sa•oJ • 22·e~ !], d.inur.c:a 
a! '.U}Q.Q .fco.t. ,;::,era Ot" lcUI.S to tho w'C!'l early l"'i'}l. t-b:(-w.-:r.y 
~f tb.o t-~c~ P.j,~~r County P.oad* 
.M.."D the above r~ Granr;;or hereby covc:r,l1nu UHl~ t..ha 
i!1bovo d oscrlbcd p ;:~h-c111 r. :rc [ rec rro:::i ;:i ll cnc:.:z::::;br.lncea:, c.:u:e-p t. 
t.hoso p r~f!.~r.tly aho.m o! rcc i:H:d in tho o H ii:<! of r c cnrda c! 
nor.nor countyF Idriho, And thl:!'. t. l t wi 11 a.ntl H.n auccc11tio't'e ru-A 
3.lliqns nh.:ill '.Zarrnnt. and do!er.d t.hw 1n·cruG«:tr1 n7;;i.tru:1t lt.11 la .. iu l 
C la.ii::.~ .it'.:d dc::t:'.ruidB 'W'f'~t;SO-OVN" ~ 
-~ 
Oh..~K or I'OfillQ, :I. A., As ?r,1i:. tcc c! 
t.hc H=r:, r. and :cdlth c. Cl..'l.rl< Tru,n .. 
·' /
•. J ,· (, + 
: ' l'~ _.-
StA.;n:,_ or tDMO, ~ 
,} aa., • '~ I • £ 
Count.}' or t,d.i ,,.l :- .,;, 
· , · an. t:hla .' f•"'da·[of' : ·-;;/;, I .. • 1980. before ~. the u~er-
u gnb"J !ki t..:H)' Fuhflc:, p-ofbonll ll}' app..1.ar cd A. C. Pec:k, knovn t:C 
00 t.O be t..'10 Sr• ,'!J c,-,-l"r® idr.mt o[ 'tP.Hlt~ fat the fl~n); of I<l:ll';o , 
U.A •• ,3 r,. Trus:~ 'o! thn ,U:lrTV P . and tdlt.h IL Cl.a rk Tr:;:nt .• t he 
, ~rpcrat.l~-'J\ ;,tJlAt cx~L-cd nu;h inDtr~cnt.. M;;.i a.::ivt0: .. 1cJ;;.:.-J i.w 
PO th.at. stmh ci:trpornt lon axocut~/Ll1c s~. , 
,- t:• . ; ·""1 ""' /. I"~ r 
'. ........ I: 
''"":: ... t 
' "
1 
. . . . t "t· T /,, ·; " t'( · (\. 
~. • ' ;: ,i'- ' ---~--- • ~ 
« , Uot.ary f>ub H e lor h!;:.;-,o 
,._, r<dti hUntJ :l:t D.oilla. I d£'kho. 
·~ t_~ i~i ~) 
v i <'..' 
2 .... .;.., .,.. .,-t, "· .. ; j 
Exhibit Four 

Exhibit Five 
ftmt~ 
First American Title CoH¥panv , ~ 
·91 Otli 116J;l'i · if/.!C 
,-4-
~Fr&f m:::oemro, Mi'.!.t TO GR»ll'EE. 
FM'CO #9l275/198;i2 
6781 
,. • 
0= scon Q~coRDEB oF aotrnER j()UtH Y S'f~ OEP. 
F!RSl' Th~ mNK OP ~~ N.A. as T.i:us•·..ee of tile EARRY F. A"'ID EDI'ffi E. 
o:.A.":iK 'l'l:tuS.1: 
tile gr-antes, mose o.irn:ra; aooress is 
4468 Linden Avenue, N. j103, Seattla , WA 98103 
xuix~~~~ 
A tract of l and ~.e1 i.Il Secticn ll, 'lbwi',ship 59 North, Range 2 wz--rt of 
· the Boise Maridian, Borner 0:u.ty, :rdcllo, ~ ihl.ly ~sccibed as follows: 
crnme.."leing at the South Quarter corner of said Secticn 11; tbenoa l.'br:th 
00"55 '33" E:est along the Ncn::"th.-Sooth oen+-....erline of said Secticn 11 a 
distance of 1313.53 fset to the poi..."lt of begi.nn:ing; then:Je 1'i:u:th 00"55'33" 
East a ~ of 1313.SS feet; thea:e I>r,ctn 89e58 ' 35" East a distance of 
1014. 55 foot to the oenterl.ire of a Cl:\'"£:k; thence ~1.y along the 
centerli....e of said a:eeJc a oistanoa. c-£ ~atel.y 250.00 :f<:iet, said 
point beUlg Sooth 41 ;o5S '38" ~ a dis.i:ance o f 254.43 :feet £ran the J.ast 
called i_Xrlr,t; thence Sout."1 0Cr'00'40" East a distance of 116.62 feet; 
tt~ North 81. •43 •37" wast a d.k,-tance of 122.52 feet; ·tllen::le Beuth 
4°16'49" Fast a distence cf 142.00 feet; tben:::e 5::,um 59"'43'07" East a 
di.sta-x:e of 273. 79 feet; th;,nce South 21 '"16 '18" East a dista.'109 cf 7.44.00 
feet; tnen:::e South 21 •23'33,. East a distarlCe of 223.83 feet; theooe South 
34..-~•05H West a dist&re of 256. 10 feet; t:hen:e ?brth 18"32'25" ~ a 
distance of 195.54.feet; tnence 1'b!:th 46"01 ' 23" ~ a distaoc:e of 375.00 
feet; ttieoc:e ~ 70~01 ' 23" West a distan::e of 245.00 feet; theooe South 
00•01 '23" Fast a db.-tance of 225.00 feet; t:hara:a South 62"01 '00" liest a 
distance of 290.00 feet m;n-e or :less to t.1-a thread of Pack Rivar; tbeooe 
southeasterly. al.dig the ~ of ~ River to a p::rl..".lt that is South 
69°57 '04" Bast. of the point of beg:.l.Nrlr.g; thence llbrth 89"57'04" We.z.-t a 
dista.""oa of 330.00 feet. more or .less to the point of beginn:!.ng. 
LESS that portion. ;iy.1.ng 'West of. t he oent:erl..i.."'"le o:f l?ac:k River. 
TOOE'l'HER Wiffl and subjact to a 30.0 foot easement for a :road tight of wa:y 
am utilities en e,d.s'-...:ing road as ~ or to oe ~-
S!JBJECl' TO: General -taxes for the year- 1991, a lien in the prcx::e...- ::s of 
~t. not yst due or pai,--abl.e. 
SUBJECT TO: Fight o:f the Stat;,a of Idalu i."1 and to that portion, i.f &"f:l, 
of the prcpart"f herein described which 1.ies below the li.~ o£ ardir.ary 
high watex- of the Pacx River. 
ro Hl,vTI AND ro oom the said pxieruises, ·wit h th:rlr ~ unw fu'a said 
Granl::ee, her heirs and assigns fore".ier . N"1 tile said Gran:o:xs do ha...~ ~ .ant to 
inl w.ith ttie said Gcanl:Ee, tilat they a:r:e the owners in. fee s.il!pl s o f said p,.""e!llises; 
that said premises a..-e fr:ae ftx::m all. ~~t cur r enl; years ~ .s, levies, 
am ~ . and except u. s. Patent l."eservations, restci.a'"".J.o--.s, easeme.."·;-ts of' 
raa:r.:d, and e?.sem:cnts vis'"Je upon i:he ~' and ti-st t."iey "-±D .. ~ a.-rl 
defend the same frcm all claims 1m~..r. 
Dated: l,:uQust 21. 1991 
l' ~ i-,; i-1 
0 ' / 
- -----·--- --------· - - --- - -
.. 
. ~~1i1 
First An erican Title Company 
en .Jt: day ot ~asr- in th!, 99. 
befuL-.: :re, a N,tary l\lblic n and t6::-~ State, pe.csa...Uy 
~ FIBSi' ~ EWiK IIWIJ, .A. T.rustee oL the 
RRY" F. mrm s. CINlR mm. • identi£1ed to to 
til s ) is/ sub9c::r1bed t::, "::te wi:t.hic 
·.u.1..:..ce,e,S) and~ to ~t he/ ~ 
Truatll!le( :3 ) 
Exhibit . 
MICH.\EL C. S'l'EW1U<T 
Attorney at Liaw 
513 North Pourth Avenue 
Sandpoint, Idaho 83864 
Phone: (208) 263-5664 399'72'/ 
?OR VALUE RECEIVED, JAMES TRACY POSTAK a nd PHILLIS ANN 
P.;)STAK, husband and wife, t he Granters; d o hereb y GRJ>.fiT, BA..~GAIN, 
SELL and CONVEY unto ROBERT L. WI LTSE, SR., and MARYE. WILTSE, 
hus-band and wife, as to a l/2 m1-d:i.vi..de d interest, a nd KARI A. 
CL.\!~,, a single woman , as t o a 1/2 undivided interest the Gran-
teeo;1, of P. O. Box 23 3 r Alb ion, Washington 99 102 , the foll.owing 
described real property situate in the County of Bonner, State of 
Idaho, to wit: 
A tract of l and in Se ction 11, Township 59 North , Range i 
West , Boise Meridian, Bonner county, Idaho,. :more particular-
ly describgd as follows; 
Beginning at t he Southe~st c orner of said Section 11, t hence 
North 1262.S feet ; thence West i34 3 .1 feet to an iron pipe 
and the True Point of Beginning; thence North 73~ 30 3/4' 
East a distance of 56.a feet to an iron pipe; thenca North 
26G 05' West a distance of 389.3 f e et to a mark on a rock; 
t hence South 34 ° 04 3/4' West a distance of 256.1 feet to a 
:mark on a rock; thence South 59c 26 1 / 4 t East a distance of 
302.2 feet to the True Foint of Begiru~ing; 
E"'ACEPT Public Roads and rights of way. 
SUBJECT TO the right of the public in and to a ny public 
roads now esta bl i shed or exi sting e n said premises a s re~ 
served i n Deed , dat ed May 5 , 1932, from H'lllmbird Lumber 
Company to Wade H. Sim;pson; recorded October 5 , 1942 in Book 
66 of Deeas, Page 141, records of &onner County, Idaho. 
SUBJECT TO Easement. Agreements, date d Septetuber 19 , 1975 and 
October 24 , 1975, by and bet ween Bank of 1daho, a banki~g 
corporation, as Trustee of Trust of Harrv Clark, the party 
cf the f irst part, and Stephens . Murphy and Michele P. 
Mu rphy, his wi f e, t h e parties of the s e cond part : sa id 
easement is a permanent eas~nt in co~.mon with the party of 
the first part for road and utilities r recorded October 9, 
1975 as Instrument No. 169691 and November 3, 1975 as In-
strument No. 170365, records of Bonner Cou.~ty, Idaho. 
Su13JECT TO a Deed of Trus t, dated September 3, 1987, execut-
ed by James W. Ziarnick and Gena L. Ziarnick, husband and 
wife, to Safec o Title Insurance c o ., Trustee , and First 
Inte.rst te Banko~ Id 
pa t of $3 ,200.00, 
oblig -ions 
Instrnm.ent 
CLARK , -ch 
ate a .k 
of th I.nt 
L 
hands. 
or, tb. Gran1:.or 
fi RANTY DEED 2 
•.• (' f 0d~ 
to ec re 
a hall be 
unto set eir 
S ,.TE OF IDAHO 
County -.:>f Bon er 
) 
) ss. 
) 
e, tne uudersig ed 
POSTAK, h s an 
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41416~ QUITCLA™ DEED 
THIS INDE,-,.~.D, Macie this ljt. h dayof uctol;er 
i;. t he year c,f ')Ut· r ,ord !'1l2 thowmnd nine hundred and 92 
of 
State of 
of 
Ka,:· .l A . Clar><. 
Seattle 
\iasl, ir .. ,;ton , thepartY 
Mary E . 1o1 i J tse f'. 0 8t.><-
Aluion w4 'f'tt,?J.. 1 
County of King 
ofthefirstpart,and l{olJert Lee S r . is, 
:;..3.;f 
County of W i,i i;mdn 
State of w asld.n;;ton , the part i .:: s of the second part. 
WITNESSETH That the said party of the first pi.rt, for and in oonsideratioll. of the sum of 
.fl I J tJ 3(,, , 'i"J DOLLABS. 
lawful money of the United States of America, to her in hand paid 1.,.,,. cile said put ies of 
the second part, the :receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged. do by these present.s tilnll$3, release 
and forever ~UITCLAIM, unto the said parties of the ~econd part, e.nd to their 'heira &Dd 
assigns all tba t certain lot , piece or parcel of land, situate, biJl'f and bemgin 
Sand point , County of JJon , ,er , State of Idaho, bounded ar,d parti.cula:ly 
described as follow-.t, to-wit: 
>·· 
Ql 
c, 
"-
_, 
"· 
A tract oJ;' J.aad i n Section 1.1 , T ownsl1ip 59 NortJ , , Ra.nge 2 
West, Boise ,.Jeridian, i JO,IHer County, Idallo, more pa~·ticular-
iy described as £oilows ; 
HegiuninH at the South ~a s t corner of said Section 11, thence 
North l2o2.9 .feet; tl'rnnce West lJ4J.l feet to an iron pipe 
and the True Point or Jjeginning ; thence North 7.3 degrees 
Ju J/4• East a distance o.r 50.8 feet to an iron pipe; thenco· 
North 26 degrees 05' West a dis tance of" J89,J .feet to a mar~ 
on a rock; thence South J4 degrees o4 J/4• \:fest a distance 
of 250 . 1 .feet to a. 111arlc on a rock; thence South 59 de(;'rees. 
26 1 /4 • East a distance or JU2.2 feet to the True Point of 
lleg i1uiing; 
Except Public Uoads and rig1,ts ot' way. 
a: 
o-i c:: ~ 
~ 1'J Q 
c::, =~ I 
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'~, e:: . ' I a:: 
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"l :.,.i ~~ en c.: 0 
C.) 
200V J'aclt Hive:,:- Hd . 
Location of above de!erlbed propertyc.-------------·---------------
BoUM No. 
,e 
llAIL DEJi:O TO: 
i\-ll'lt-------------------
Ad.ii,,u.,.,._ ___ ~-------------~ City 4 St4---------------
--------~------ -- --- ~------- ----

Exhibit Eight 
··j-· - J, 
~e ~&~$ Made ?:hi s l$f day of_ Nove mber in the year of 
our Lord one ; ta~usaud ni!le' hund.r~d. and 22- becween.- hri A. Cl.u-i:, ti" 
s ~l~ ~ , cf 4._,se ~'"l~ 1'.ve-r 't:L #.l03~ seatt1e,, WA 9tp.02l' 't~ty of~::: , 
Kins, . S~te Of Wash.ing~cn, me .:fJ~y * T;he ~first pa~t " and ita:y ~ ... 
'P~ea:~ts;.e,. a ;:r..ar:r-i eti ~:ta£ ·.:aea ling i n, b er sole and sewarate ,, 
p::>ope_"t'.rcw -t of.~ Box -233~ All::!on"' W.~ 99.':C2., ec.;-..mty cf Wni~ Sta.ta Qr, 
~on. the .pa:t-y o f -t:h e s e~t~ pa,.-t -
~~- T~.11t t; h.e ~:.:~_party cf :tn-.a f:. .irs~ ~~-, for ancf in 
c :;nsi~!."":~:i:~.C!! of the S::::"" t;;if t:~? tr.3~-RS£ lawful moiiey .0£ t::he C--ntted 
s cat.cs of Auiari::a.,. U) her i n !-;3~ paid by the p.~ty of the secenld pa_~~ 
t h e reccipt ~he r eof -~ lle:?:"e by <iC~le-:i,;red, ·(io·ey tnes,i presents r e i:'~"'e, 
_release ai.--::.d -forever - U.-rfr·~ ~h~ said party ·of the sec°"""td pai-t~ ·, 
'and CC h e r heirs a.'la assii,ns ;. l./2 U%Uµvida4 Ul.tfl- St in t hat 
Ce.:!:"t ain l:O.t .;, p iece, 6:: ~a:rce l. · o! J:.a-Tld.., sit:uate,. ly"'i!::.g a.""'ld -· he . .i'ng- in-
Sandpcim: . County Of Bonner. s~a:.e< ~._.f !caho, bol.lr!d.eci and i:a:rt 1<;«"'1: a~l.Y\ ~ __ .. 
d.~$~ as ·f9ll10ws.,. t c -wi.'!:::: ~ . .,j; 
A tZ"a -C"'t of" land -i:P-ca~ed · i u Section . 11... ~~ Tcr.mship _."59 
Nc:::thp Range 2. West cf _, t he Boise Meridian., Bonner C~t:y •. 
~?t mere fully q.asc;ci;?ed as fellows: s• 
Cou"~~~~s.ns-_ a t ~?3€ S.:r<.1._;:-·· .. 9'0ar t ~r co-~r· ~ saic. Section .lf._ : 
.thance. !wr ~h ±J O d egr-ees ·ss ~"')3•-;,.Eas ~. a l.on;s t.he North-So.i~-
c:~ .J;ei -: ~~i~. of said_ se;:t.i.cn .Ll a ~stan.c~ of" J .. 3~·3,."53- f~~ .-~cf_'";~ 
t!le p ~L~nt Of t:~i""'!i;:ing ; ·;h~e no?:4"'::21 otr ~gr~es ,~~ ,:33~ East i;.,~ 
a di~:::a:nce of 13,;,3 . 5 '3 ·-:::s:e'::;. t il;ence North &9 degi:.'ees S8 • 3S" 
Bas..: ·a dis,~a 0£ 1014.SS ·:reet to t:be . oeri'.:erl:ins of a 
-~~~~ -".: a~; then.cv · s0ut hw5zter1y a l ong the ~ canter line. -~f sii d 
.... -resk a dis tance of a.pi}:--.:)-ximately 2SG ~ 10 feet~ - sa...: ~ po.Utt: ~. 1 ·· 
./being Scn:th 4 1 degr~~ 5S"-:38 • ·west. a dist~ce· of ~5 ~ :_~"3 'feet "' ,r 
·t~.om t ~ H l ast Callecf ·,l:>0i:6.t i · the:nce.,.:-..$outh 00 ··, '1.~e~ .... tjO' 40·· 
-a&st .a .d:is::ance of-·'1'15 ~6~ feet; thett-:e Nor~-1 ·s-,1. deq:raes 
<s.i ' :.7·" wes1: a dista:;:ice·: o f 12:i;s:1: feet: ; t h ®c.e south .g· 
· -· & 
-~:: . 
(' ' ':?-ie;;.-tees 1s•«9" E:ast i di$tance of 1~2.00 foot: ;.:t:1tence S-:;,.ldi 
S9 d e.g.r:ees 43 ' 0'7 " ,:E3!'.C a distance o f 273 . 79 · ::eet.; t:hence 
·South '2i degrees 1 £ ' !S~ East a distance of· 244.-..3C feeti·!; ~~ 
·_.thence · Scuth 2~l C.eg,rees 23•331. Eas t a ··· distali.ce of 221 ... Jf:3, - .::""' .. 1, 
thence South 34 d egr ees o:i' OS" West: a distance ··off 
feet; t::ieP""e North 1s <legrees 32•2s• weat a di3t i/.?1Ce 
::.s s. s -<, ·feet ; ·1:.:ti:ance_· :i,;ori:h 46 degrees. Ol '23 " Weal~ -· ;ii 
distanc e of 375.t:O. feet:; th.mce.Ncrtb. 70 degreeia! o.l.'•23"'·West, 
a c.ist~!i.ce nf 2~s -... oo ·~\:,eat;·~·t.nence south no -- d.egre,es 01 +2:t~· 
Eas t a: discance 'of· 2zs .oo faet ; them;e '\$outh 62 ' degr~ s ·' 
0.1 • oa• W€St a distan.:::e of 2i,c. co feet l!lit."l:'a .cc l ess t o t nec,/ 
thread o#, Pack ~'Rivei-; 1;hence Southeast:erlY\ along · the -tilrea.4'~,:. 
of !'ack River- t,:, a - p,:;i nc that is sout h as de;.,:,eoo 57 'OJ!" 
Bas~ -c~ the poi n t of r·beginnin~; t hence .Nor't!l ss aes-reaS 
57 ~ o~ • ·:~i:St o dist~O~ .. -.of l.30 " 0-0 ·,~feec- more o.r .. le.as to the · 
1
,~,;.;,·-
pc~f; ~£ ·"~U-uu.ng~· -.,., - . . . --.. '(<::/ -- """i-- . 
-.· l'.!SfS -::bat · ~~ti~~ . l y l:~~::,}rtea1;:,··.oi,. t.~~"· cente r.~~- ~f ., fa.ck 
RiYer-. .. , 
-~ 
TOu~THBR WITH anci s:...:..bj eck 1:·c- a 3·0,.,00 f,~oc EiaSemeant fr r a 
:-oad rig-:t.t of way a.."ld ut:iiities on ~ i si;ing r~ as 6'..t."Ve-.red 
or t9 ·be su..-v~yed. . 
T03E~'"1BR ft'i ~h all a:r.:C s i ng-clqr the te:nements , ~eredit.ament s and 
appurter..ances t.hereuncc be1-onging or i 2.l a ny·wi s~ a p;,e rtain.ing t t he 
re"~ersion and rever Eions, r emainder -~ ~emai«ders~. ~ents, issues· ~d 
proeita Ulereof . 
·re H..ts.~3 AA.Li TV N.O!..L , All a;-~. oi':1;"'..1la.::" :.:he said prertdses: togethe-r-
wi t h t he appu ::-,::aaanc,,s ·.iw.o the pa.rt;, of ::ne s econd part , a nd. t·.o cheir 
heirs ar-A assign~ t~re~$r. 
••~mz, 
f:, ,,-
:IN "WITt.'"ESS 
' her 'hand ~,ij seal. 
.. '·- -~/: ~ ~:;/:/ , • . 
· ... ~ ,..- -
:;. ·, 
~),~~-o• wu~, coin= or -:niQ 
.t=:/ .,:- \. en ~e elf' da.y o:f lb""~~' .l.9S2.t 
,;o·,, <- \~~~;., ~J:;!;a!:f"-1'~ ;;.;_fl 
, + ;:· \~i A.. qlark :·n7· l· 
// 
Date 
/ 1-{ ' --' 
- . 
- / ..;;-. ~ 
':~~ ~/f.:,_~> 
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Exhibit Eleven 

A tract o+' land in Sect.icn 11, Township 59 Ncrth, 
West rn: th_-~ Boise Meridi a n, Bcr..ner County,· I daho, 
parti cularly d escribed as f ollows: 
Range 
more 
Beginning at Lhe Soctheas2 corner o~ Eaid S6cLion ll; 
thence North 1262.9 feet; 
,, 
... 
thence i~est 1 1 34.3 .. 1 feet to an iror: pipe anj~ thb ::rtie p,~.Jiut 
of 
the nce North 73 degrees 30 ' 4 5 r. East, a d~stance of 56.B feet 
to an iron pipe; 
tl-1e.nce l~orth 2 6 degrees 0 5 r tv'es t r a d istanc e: of 389., 3 t":e:e.t 
to a rrark on a rock ; 
thence South 34 degrees 04 ' 45" West, a distance 0£ .256.l. 
feet ta a rra~k on a rock; 
thence S outh 59 degrees 26 1 15» East 1 a distance of 302 ~2 
feet co the True Point of Begir:.ning. 
EXCEPT pub) ic roads arid rights of ~1a.y. 
irhat ,20.t tion cf a tract o f la.;.---id located in Section 11.i 
Towns':;.ip 59 No..:th, Range 2 West of the Boise Me~:-idian, 
Bonnc.~ County, Idaho, lying Southeasterly of the centerline 
of T.iv,2:rn Creekr more fu.lly described as fellows: 
Commen,.;ing at the Southeas t co:rner of said Sect ion :Ll, 
thence North 
sa:d Ss-::tion, 
O degreas 58'55u ~ast along t~e East 
a distance of 1325 . 42 feet; 
thence West, a. dis t.ai1c0 of :1987.6 3 f eet to t:he p,:>itlt 
beg 'rmi ng; 
thance NOJ:.."th 27 degrees 57 ~osu West:, a distance of 4-''"S ~C'4 
f ,~e t; 
W.tt:i..R£JtNT-l: DEED 
19163/DACE.; 
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Exhibit Twelve 
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600364 
WARRANTY DEED 
;;_ ··-~ 
FOR VA.LUE RECEIVED, Kliri Ann Clark. and Mar-? E. ; " · :drea. Granrors oc ~rebv f!ra.'lt. 
bargain. sell and convey unto KARI A CLAR.!{ and MAR ·i E. P. \NDREA. T ruste<-s of th; KAf<J 
A. CLAR.'< './'l.1'JD MARYE. ?ANDREA TRUST. dated April-~2002. !he follc wing descril:,e,J 
premises. in Bo1u1~r Cc unty. Idaho. te wit:. · · ·· 
.A tract of faiad loeated in See:wn H. Township 59 North. · :mge 2 West of t.lae .~ 
l\.leridi:m, Bowier Cowitr. Ida!;,;, iUOi'e fuUy described s ;;oUo,...._: · ·· 
Commcnemg at the South Q u .. n er comer of s~id Sec,ion t t; tbem,e North 00 degm:s 
55'33" Ea~t l!fong tbc North-South centerlim.> ef said Section 11 a distli-ce of lllJ.53 
feet to me poiltt of beginning; thence North 00 deg;-ees 55'33" Ea.~r a dfatance of 
1313.SJ feet; thence North 89 degrees :18'35" East a di.'ltance of 1014..58 feet to tile 
«nteriineof a creek; ihem-e Scuthwes(erly aiong drec~tcrlineof ~d creek a dist:ance 
of approidmll!tely 250.00 feet. said p&int being South 41 degrees 5.8'38" West a distance 
ofi54.43 feet from the wt e:.woo. point;: titem:e 00?1:h 00 degrees w '4u" Eash disu.m:e 
of l 16.62 foe!:; thellee North i l degrees 43'37" West a distan« of 122,52 feet; tl!"!nce 
South 4 degri!7::s 16'49" Eas t !l dist11na! of 142,00 kct; thence Souta S9 degrees 43'07" 
East a distattre of273. 79t'ec~; thence South 21 degrees 16'18" Easta d istam:eof244.00 
feet; thence Saith 21 degrees 13'33" East a distance of 223.83 feet; thcoee South 34 -
degr.ics 04'~5" West g distan."!' ,,flSQ., JO fttt; them:e North 18 degre~ 12'25" West a 
distance on,s.54 f~!; theme North 4u degrees ru '23" West a d isu.u1ce of 37S.OO feet; 
thence Nort.h 76 degrees in '23" West a dist:.tneeof145.00 feet; tbeneeSouth 00 degrees 
01 'll" East dist:rim::e of 22S.OO f~ ¢hence &lutb 62 degrees Gl '68" West a distance 
of290.00 foet .nm-e or less to the thrj;ad of Pack Rh·e,; thence S011thesstedy :.long th!'.' 
thread of Pack filvcr lo a point Wat is Smith 89 degrees 57'04" E::ist of the point of 
bef?hlning, Gren~ Nortll 39 degrees S7'04" West a dist.m« of 3.36.00 feet mnre or ie..'<S 
to the point oibegianiug. · 
1UGETBER WITH and swbjeet iu ~ 3ft0 f,oot e.lseiuent for- a road right :~f \\·ay ~:;:d 
utilities on eJ;;i.stiag raad as ,Wr.'€.')'ed ur to be surveyed. 
SUB.JECT TO: Genera! taxe. for tile year 2001, a lien in the process of :tsses~mmt, not 
yet due or payable. 
SUaJECT TO: Right oftlte State Qfldak& in ; ud to tile po11ion, ih~y. of tlte ~ i't;f 
ilffein descrbcd wludl lies below Ule !me of '-li'WD <i.Y lli~b water of tbe Paek Rive. • 
. ~ -.{~ • t, 
~~~~~-~-"!!,-'-•-............. - .. ,r"f'·"-::>=' = "'== 
:':='!'. ·:::i:{·f ~--·~,.'.i -'" :" 1}' ·.: 'l! :,,~ .... -~ 
.~· , ... 
·: .. ..:;. 
..• ·: ., ~;. 
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Shirley Bade, Bar No. 3848 
Shirley Bade Law Firm, P.C. 
418 E Coeur d'Alene Avenue, 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814 
Phone: 208-665-1335 
Fax: 208-665-4621 
SHIRLEY BADE Lt 
Attorney for D8fendanf/Counterclaimant Kari A Clark 
$S Trustee of the Kari A. Clark Trust UIA dated June 21, 2010 
Kari A. Clark 
204 Johnson 
Sutherlin, OR 97479 
Defendant!Counterclaimant Pro Se, as an individual 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF BONNER 
MARYE. PANDREA, a single woman, ) Case No: CV11-00835 
) 
PAGE 01 0 
vs. 
Plaintiff, } 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ANSWER TO AMENDED 
COMPLAINT FOR PARTITION AND 
ACCOUNTING AND 
COUNTERCLAIM 
KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A 
Clark Trust LI/A Dated June 21, 2010; ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
KARI A. CLARK, a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of the Kari A. 
Clark Trust U/A Dated June 21, 2010; 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Counterdalmant, ~ 
vs. 
MARY E. PANDREA. a single woman 
individually and as Trustee of The Kari A. 
Clark and Mary E. Pandrea Revocable 
Trust dated April 9, 2002. 
) 
} 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
r'r.r ,ntor i'\,0f,0nrl~.-.; ) 
.....,-V'"4.t it ... ~ ~-,,.,_..,-• ,.._._., *"'• ) 
09:01 20866 SHIRLEY BADE LP 
t 
ANSWER 
P/\GE 62/10 
COMES NOW Defendant KARI A CLARK1 (hereinafter "Defendant" or "Clark"), 
in answer to the allegations In Plaintiffs Amended Complaint Partition and 
Accounting, allege as follows: 
1.1 In response to paragraph 1 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to forrn a belief as to whether Plaintiff Mary 
E. Pandrea (hereinafter ''Plaintiff' or "Pandrea") was or is a resident of the State of 
Washington and, therefore, denies the same. Defendant admits the remainder of 
paragraph 1. 
1.2 response to paragraph 2 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits the allegations contained therein. 
1.3 In response to paragraph 3 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits the allegations contained therein. 
1.4 In response to paragraph 4 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits the allegation contained therein. 
1.5 In response to paragraph 5 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits the allegation contained therein. 
1.6 In response to paragraph 6 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits the allegations contained therein. 
1. 7 In response to paragraph 7 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits that pursuant to paragraph 9.2 of The Kari A Clark and Mary E. Pandrea 
Revocable Trust dated AprU 9, 2002 ("Clark/Pandrea Trust"}, Defendant as Truster 
conveyed an undivided one-half interest in the approximate 5 acre parcel {hereinafter 
sometimes referred to as the "Pandrea Parce!'1) to herself, individually or as trustee of 
the Kari A. Clark Revocable Trust, u/a June 21, 2010 ("Clar!<. Trust") and the other one-
half undivided interest in said 5 acre parcel to Pandrea, an individual, via a quitclaim 
deed. Defendant additionally admib pursuant to paragrnph 9.2 cf the 
2 
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as 5 acre 
as or 
as trustee of the Clark Trust On July 19, 2011, Clark executed a Correction Deed to 
transfer one~half interest in the Clark Parcel to Pandrea and one-half interest to the 
Clark Trust. This deed was recorded in Bonner County, Idaho on August 5, 2011 as 
Instrument No. 813590. 
1.8 In response to paragraph 8 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits that pursuant to paragraph 9.2 of the Clark/Pandrea Trust" that she revoked the 
Clark/Pandrea Trust Defendant denies the remaining allegations of paragraph 8. 
1.9 In response to paragraph 9 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits the allegation contained therein. 
1.10 In response to paragraph 10 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
denies the allegation contained therein. 
1. 11 In response to paragraph 11 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
denies the allegations contained therein, 
1.12 In response to paragraph 12 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits that the Clark/Pandrea Trust has been effectively terminated. Defendant is 
without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth as to the 
remaining allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
1.13 In response to paragraph 13 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the same, 
1.14 In response to paragraph 14 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
admits that since December 21, 2010, she has not accepted any offers from Plaintiff to 
purchase any interest in any property owned by Defendant but is without knowledge or 
information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining aiiegations 
contained therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
3 
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5 
~ a u 
allegations contained therein and, therefore, denies the same. 
1.16 In response to paragraph 16 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
incorporates the responses to the above allegations as if set forth fully herein. 
1.17 In response to paragraph 17 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
is without knowledge or information sufficient to form a belief as to the truth of the 
allegations contained in the first sentence and, therefore, denies the same. Defendant 
admits the allegations contained in the second sentence. 
1.18 In response to paragraph 18 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint, Defendant 
denies the allegations contained therein. 
1.19 ln response to paragraph 19 of Plaintiff's Amended Complaint; Defendant 
denies the allegations contained therein. 
1.20 In response to paragraph 20 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint. Defendant 
incorporates the responses to the above allegations as if set forth fully herein. 
1.21 In response to paragraph 21 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
denies the allegations contained therein. 
1.22 in response to paragraph 22 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
denies the allegations contained therein. 
1.23 In response to paragraph 23 of Plaintiffs Amended Complaint, Defendant 
denies ttie allegations contained therein. 
n. 
AFFIRMA TfVE DEFENSES 
In response to Plaintiffs Amended Complaint for Partition and Accounting, 
Defendant pleads the following affirmative defenses. 
2.1 Plaintiff has failed to state a claim under which relief can be granted. 
4 
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entitled 
2.3 Partition by sale of the Property at issue in this matter by sale cannot be 
had without material injury to the Defendant. 
2.4 Partition in kind of the Property is possible without great prejudice to the 
parties and partition by sale of the Property !s not necessary. 
2.5 Plaintiff's claims are barred by the doctrine of laches. 
2.6 Plaintiff's claims are barred by the statute of frauds. 
2.7 Plaintiffs claims are barred by her failure to mitigate damages. 
2.8 Plaintiff's claims are barred by mutual or unilateral mistake. 
2.9 Plaintiff's claims are barred under the doctrine of quasi-estoppeL 
2.10 Plaintiffs claims are barred under the doctrine of ratification. 
2.1 'l Plaintiff's claims against Defendant are barred by the doctrine of unclean 
hands, waiver and/or estoppel. 
2.12 Plaintiffs claims are barred by the implied waiver of the right to partition by 
sale the Property at issue in this matter. 
2.13 Plaintiffs claims are barred by the doctrine of unfairness. 
2.14 Defendant reserves the right to assert additional affirmative defenses as 
warranted by ongoing discovery. 
Ill. 
COUNTERCLAIM - ACTION FOR PARTITION 
3.1 Paragraphs 1.1 through 2.14 are hereby incorporated by reference as 
though fully set forth herein. 
3.2 On or about February 13, 1980, Pandrea became owner of the Pandrea 
Parcel, consisting of approximately 5 acres, by way of Warmnty Deed recorded in 
Bonner County, Idaho as Instrument No. 226223 on March 27, 1980. The parcel was 
deeded to her by her parents' trust, the Harry F. and Edith E. Clark Trust 
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or , Pandrea conveyed as 
common a a 
240369 on April 198 in Idaho as Instrument 
3A On or about August 29, 1991, Counterclaimant Clark purchased from the 
Harry F. and Edith E. Clark Trust for a price of $15,000.00 the Clark Parcel, consisting 
of approximately 15 acres. The parcel was conveyed to her by way of Warranty Deed 
recorded in Bonner County, Idaho as Instrument No. 396781 on October 17, 1991. 
3.5 On or about November 10, 1992, Clark conveyed to Pandrea as tenant in 
common a one~half interest in the Clark Parcel by way of a Quitclaim Deed recorded in 
Bonner County, Idaho as Instrument No. 416380 on December 1, 1992. 
3.6 On April 9, 2002, Clark and Pandrea created the Clark/Pandrea Trust, of 
which Clark and Pandrea were co-trustees. Clark and Pandrea conveyed their 
respective rights in the Clark Parcel and the Pandrea Parcel to the Clark/Pandrea Trust. 
3. 7 Clark has paid and contributed to all necessary costs of maintaining the 
property held by the Clark/Pandrea Trust consisting of the Clark Parcel and the Pandrea 
Parcel (the "Property") and has paid taxes on the Property. 
3.8 Pandrea has harvested timber from the Property and otherwise obtained 
profits from the Property without the consent of Clark. Pandrea has not shared any 
profits made from the Property with Ciark and has not provided an accounting to Clark 
for profits made from the Property. 
3.9 Pandrea has prevented Clark from accessing and enjoying the Property in 
violation of the provisions of the Clark/Pandrea Trust. She has installed locks on the 
structures located on the Property including on the gate providing entrance to the 
Property and on the doors of the old log house located on the Property, which was the 
childhood home of the parties. She had not provided keys to the locks to Clark. 
3, 10 The Clark/Pandrea Trust provided a provision for revocation of the trust 
Pursuant to that provision, Clark revoked the trust on July 2010. 
6 
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3, 
to the Clark transferred one-half 
the Pandrea Parcel to Pandrea and one-half interest to the Clark Trust by way of 
Quitclaim Deed recorded Bonner County, Idaho on July 12, 2010 as Instrument No. 
795211. On June 21, 2010, Clark inadvertently transferred ail interest in the Clark 
Property to the Clark Trust by way of a Quitclaim Deed recorded in Bonner County, 
Idaho on July 12, 2010 as instrument No. 795212. On July 19, 2011, Clark executed a 
Correction Deed to transfer one-half interest in the Clark Parcel to Pandrea and one-half 
interest to the Clark Trust. This deed was recorded in Bonner County, Idaho on August 
5, 2011 as instrument No. 813590. 
3.12 Both the Clark Parcel and the Pandrea Parcel were previously owned by 
the parties' parents since approximately 194 7. The parcels are situated where 1he 
parties' family farm was located and where the parties grew up and spent their 
childhood. The properties hold great sentimental value for Clark. 
3. 13 The Property consists of two lots totaling over 20 acres. The Property is 
divisible and the two lots which make up the Property were previously separately owned 
by the parties, one lot was owned by Clark and one by Pandrea, A partition in kind can 
be made. Because of Clark's strong affinity for the Property, a sale of the Property 
would greatly prejudice Clark. 
3.14 Clark desires to terminate the tenancy in common with Pandrea of the 
respective rights of each tenant in common_ 
3.15 Clark has been forced to engage the services of legal counsel to protect 
her rights, to gain access to the Property from which Pandrea has ousted her, and to 
defend against this action brought by Pandrea. Clark will continue to incur legal 
expenses inciuding costs attorney's fees as a result of the actions Pandrea, 
7 
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- ACCOUNTING 
Paragraphs 1, i through 15 are 
though set forth herein. 
4.2 Counter Defendant Pandrea has unilaterally retained or exercised 
dominion over assets properly belonging to the CiarkiPandrea Trust and has not made 
an accounting to Clark. 
4.3 Clark is entitled to an accounting of the Clark/Pandrea Trust pursuant to 
the terms of the trust and Clark demands that Counter Defendant Pandrea account for 
the proceeds, including receipts and disbursements of the Clark/Pandrea Trust 
WHEREFORE, Oefendant/Counterclaimant Clark requests judgment against 
Plaintiff/Counter Defendant Pandrea as follows: 
1. That Plaintiff takes nothing by her complaint, which should be dismissed 
with prejudice. 
2. That Plaintiff's request for partition of the Propeity by sale be denied. 
That Defendant/Counterclaimant's request for partition of the Property in 
kind be granted_ 
4. That Plaintiff/Counter Defendant account to Defendant/Counterciaimant 
for the proceeds, including receipts and disbursements of the Clark/Pandrea Trust. 
5. That Judgment be entered against Plaintiff/Counter Defendant for her 
respective share of sums expended by Defendant'Counterclaimant in purchasing and 
maintaining the Property, with statutory interest from the date of each expenditure. 
6. For appointment of referee(s) for the purpose of determining a partition of 
the Property according to the respective rights of the parties. 
7. That Plaintiff/Counter Defendant be ordered to pay all of 
Defendant/Counterclaimant's reasonable costs and attorney's fees incurred in this 
action pursuant to Idaho attorney fee provisions, including but not limited to LC. § 12-
120 and I.C 6 1?-121. 
".., 
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r~lief as 
SHIRLEY BADE 
;f~ar11?~ 
Karl A. Clark, individually 
Def endant/Counterclalmant 
Shirley Bade 
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Attorney for De~ndant!CountercJeimant 
Kari A Clark es Trustee of the KBrl A. 
Clark Trost UIA dated June 21, 2010 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the _if/!!__ day of ({Jcfd.q 2011 , I 
caused to be served in the following manner a true and correct copy of the foregoing: 
ANSWER TO AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR PARTITION AND ACCOUNTING 
ANO COUNTERCLAIM 
I' Douglas S. Marfice Ramsden & Lyons, LLP 
P.O. Box 1336 
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-1336 
Phone: 208·664-5818 
[ ] U.S. Mail, Postage Prepaid 
[ J Hand Delivered 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
fyJ Facsimile: 208·664-5884 
Fax: 208-664-5884 _J 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
'-------''--------'-'-'---------'-------
'\ \ 
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